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SUMMARY

Chapter I reviews the historical development of the various

ways of studying ionospheric irregularities.

Chapter 2 describes the solar cycle, seasonal and daily

changes of spread F in the Australian region. It also shows that

spread F is not related to magnetic activity.

Chapter 3 describes the instrumentation and data handling methods

used in this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the observation of large

scale ionospheric irregularities, as observed using total efectron

conÈent observations with low orbit satellites.

Chapter 5 reviews the observations of total electron content

using geosÈationary satellites. The results of observations are

given and compared in Chapter 6"

Chapter 7 studies three facets of the diffraction of radio

\^¡aves and the statistics and properties of the fÌeld strengttr pattern

observed. These are, the minimum in the porver spectrum of the ampli-

tude fluctuations, the occurrence of small very dense irregularities,

and the investigation into full correlation analysis applied to

satellite records.
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Chapter I reviews the d.iurnal and seasonal variat,ions in

scintillation at mid-latitudes. The observations made during eight

months, September 1969 to May 1970 are presented and compared with

previous observations. No correlation with magnetic activity is

found and tlrere is a strong seAsonal variation of scintillation

index for both daytime and night tj:ne scintillations.

Chapter 8 summç.rizes the conclusions of previous chapters and

suggesÈs lines for further investigation.
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PREE'ACE

Here is given a chronol-ogicat account of the events involved

in my research" ft is tendered as a part explanation of the

variety of work presented" Originally more work was intended. on

irregularity heights using the triangle of receivers established

by Parkin" Some modifications to the equipment were necessary for

this" After some observations were made, none of any use, two of

the three antennae were stolen for the copper" Replacing these

took some time" At about this time the transmissions from

satellites BEB and BEC were not continuous d.ue to power supply

problems. At this point it was decided that observaÈions with

them would be impossible, so it was decided to observe the geo-

stationary satelJ-ite Syncom 3 and. obtain drift, r¡elocities wibh the

triangle" Observations on 40 MHz \^rere to continue on a single

receiver when signals were available.

Converters were ordered., from overseas, to convert from the

satellite telemetry band down to the 20"005 MHz frequency of the

receÍvers already possessed. Some difficul-ty rÂras experienced in

adjusting the frequency of the oscillators in these converters and

there \^ras a problem of thermat drift" At about this time public

irrj-gation work at the westerly triangle site displaced the receiver

and, because of potential electrical interferênce, made that site

unusable" Meanwhj"le more suitabLe converters had been purchased
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and some scl-ntill-ation observations made at the st" Kirda field

station usÍng Syncom 3"

The buirding of the rotatíng aerial system for total content

observations \^¡as started and the mechanical part finished in good

time. At this time it was intended to use it on Syncom 3" The

erectrical interference at st, Kilda was rising however so a move-

ment of all the equipment to the Buckrand park fieLd. statj-on was

decided upon. This included the 40 MHz equipment for one site,

the rotating aerial and the equipment for the three sites for

observing Syncom 3. Resiting the equipment and laying out the

communications lines occupied three months. During this tíme

syncom 3 exhausÈed the fuer supply for the smafr rockets which

kept it at a fixed longitude and it drifted westwards, relative to

the earth's surface" This was not realised until the cause of the

weak signal was investigated"

At this time the authorities concerned. decided to switch off

syncom 3. This necessitate<l chocsing a nehr satellite, and ATS1 was

chosen" Although this was at a very low elevation, which was why

it had not been considered before, it turned out to be more suitable"

Hov/ever ' ne\^/ converters had t,o be obtained and this caused a delay

of severar months. The first observations of ATS1 concentrat,ed on

obtaining scintilLation occurrence and index observations. It v/as
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decided to purchase a circularly polarized antenna for this work.

Testing this involved two menths because of the discovery that the

signal appeared linearly polarized an)¡$tay, due to ground effects"

This is discussed in Chapter 2. Then the rotating aerial was set

up. Some dÍfficulty \^ras experienced with inductively coupled

coils used to feed the signal to the converter. It was found

necessary to tune them in situ which was a\^rk\^tard and made them

sensitive to the weather. The work on the triangle of receivers

for drift work could not go on at this tj:ne because of occupation

with the rotating aerial.

on completing this, work started on siting the converters

and receivers at the remote sites at Buckland Park. This involved

a certain amount of electronics, and of field work at each site"

This work was nearing completion when the equipment at the two

remote sites of the intended triangle was stolen" That event

largely terminated the observations, as it was deciderl to finish

then and writ,e up the material already obtained"
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CHAPTER I

A SURVEY OF RADTO METHODS

1"0 Historical

The exploratÍon of the ionosphere by the use of radio waves

began with the vrork of Appleton in the 193O's.

An early advance, the use of pulsed transmissions, was pion-

eered by Breit and Tuve in America and taken up by Appleton in

England" This work Led to the development of the ionosonde, with

which echoes from a series of heights in the ionosphere are obtained

by means of a progressive change in radio frequency. The output

(usually on photographic film) is a plot of group delay versus fre-

quency, and is catled an ionogram. A world wide network of these

ionosondes has been in operation since the 1930's" The sÈudy of

ionograms from these stations has allowed the main global. features

of the ionosphere to be studied" This investigatíon has no\^r been

extended to the region above the electron density maximum using

ionosondes carried in satellites. The electron density versus

height curve can be computed from the ionogram, but before the

development of computers such a calcutation \^tas far too time-

consuming to be routine. Now the use of computers means routine

calculation of the electron density profile is possible"
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During the development of this method¿ sorTre information \áras also

obtained about "fine scale" structure of the ignosphere, It \^ras seen

that the pulse returned from the ionosphere \^ras at times much longer

in duration than the transmitted pulse. The different parts of the

lengthened echo varied randomly in strength, i-n such a way as to

suggest a scattering process. For echoes returned. from the F region

the phenomenon \¡¡as particularly marked., being visible on ionograms as

well- as fixed frequency transnissions, it has become known as

"spread F".

It was also found that successive members of a train of returned

pulses often varíed in strength, in a random r¡tay, even if no obvious

spreading \Áras present. This phenomenon, known as "fad.ing" vras stud-

ied extensively by Ratcliffe and Par,rsey in the fate 1930's. Studies

using spaced receivers led to a "random screen" model of the reflec-

tion process. In this model the ionosphere is assumed to behave

Iike an irregular diffractÍng screen which moves horizontally due

to the action of a wind er eLectromagnetic force. Devel-opments of

this idea l-ed to extensive studies of world-wide ionospheric drifts

by the spaced recqiver fading technique, and to the development of

quite sophsticated methods of analysis of the records by correlation

techniques. Simifar methods are applied to receiver records of satel-

IiÈe signals latetr in ttris thesis.
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The êevelopment, of radio-astronomy allowed, for the first time,

the study of the effects of the ionosphere on a radÍo wave trans-

mitÈed through it. In the range of frequencies first used, it was

found that the intensity of discrete radio sources sometimes varied

in a random manner. The phenomenon is the radio analogue of the

"scintillation" or "twinkling" of stars in the visual region of the

spectrum. Cooperative Work at Ca¡ribridge and ,Jodrell Bank showed the

effect, to be due to irregularities of ionization in the ionosphere.

Scintillation was found to be present mainly at night, but did not

occur every night. For mid-latitudes a close correlation r¡ras

established with the occurrence of spread F, suggesting that the

same irregularities h¡ere responsible for both phenomena" Spaced

receiver observatíons carried out at Cambridge showed thaÈ these F

region irregularities are anisotropic, being elongated along the

direction of the geomagnetic field. Their scale was about one kilo-

metre perpendicular to the field directionr and averaged about five

kilometres along the field. Earlíer \^rqrk at Cambridge had already

shown that the irregularities causing scintillation were mainly in

the F region. Indeed, because of the mechanism, irregularities in

the E region cannot usually cause intense s cintillation since the

vtave cannot propagate far enough from the screen for interference

of the diffracted waves to cause much amplitude scintiltation. One

exception to this rule is the auroral zone E region where scintilla-

Èion causing irregularities have been observed. The other exception
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is daytime scintirration in lower middle l-atitudes which has been

shown to be correlated with sporadic E.

observations by Gardner and pawsey in thetg3o's using powerful

transmitters reveared yet another type of irregularity. Echoes

were detected from the D region between fifty and ninety kilometres.

Total reflection \¡/as impossibre because Èhe transmitted frequency

exceeded the D region critical frequency by at least an order of

magni-tude. The observed echoes are due to scattering from gradients

in el-ectron densíty or collision frequency between neutral atoms and

erect,rons. The scattering at a given range usualry exhibits the

characteristics of being formed from independently moving scatterers,

Ho\^/ever this was not always the case. An important method of deter-

mining D regíon electron density is based. on measurements of the ratio

of the scattered signar amplitude for ordinary and extraordinary

polarization of the transmitted wave.

At Èhe same time as the',fading,'and "spreading" of refLected

echoes was being studied another phenomenon \,{as first observed. This

was \¡Ihat was Later to be called the "Travelling ronospheric Distur-

bance" (T.r.D.)" T.r.D"ts \,,rere first observed as distortions and

additions to the normar F region reflection on an ionogram. These

travelred downward in apparent range with time. on fixed frequency

records they appeared as a variation of reflection height with time"

The weaker exampres seem similar to some categories of spread F,
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particularly the "satellite traces" observed by workers in Brisbane"

observations of these disturbances at widely separated places showed

that they sometimes travel-led several thousand kiLometres before

losing identity, although most onry travelled several hundred kilo-

metres. They also appeared to have a size of the order of fifty to

two hundred kilometres, and a horizontal vel-ocity of the ord,er of

seventy metres per second. The apparent downward movement was shown

to occur because the disturbance is in the form of forward tirted

wavefronts moving horizontally. It is the phase velocity which is

observed because one is following the changes in electron density as

ttre disturbance propagates. A characteristic of the disturbance is

their "frontal- characterr" i.e. they are larger perpendicular to the

direction of propagation. The disturbances showed a tendency to

propagate towards the equator in both hemispheres, although poleward

movement has been observed and Munro found a seasonal change in the

direction of propagation.

2"0 More Recent Observations

2.I Ground Based Satell-ite Technigues

Vüith the advent of man-made satellites observing techniques

developed earlier could be applied to the radiq transmitters carried

on these vehicles; at firsÈ only "orbitting" sateJ-lites were al'ail--

abl-e: but since 1964 "geostationary" satellites have also become
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available" this has lead to much published work on satellite

"scintillation", analogous to radio star scíntillation" The use

of satellites has enabled a better picture of the large scale

features of the irregularity distribution to be obtained because of

the high time resolution possible using satellites in medium alti-

tude orbits.

A picture emerges of a region around the magnetic eguatorron

the nightside, where irregularities are strong and two regions around

the magnetic poles, bound.ed by the auroral oval where the irregulari-

ties are also strong. The equator\^/ard boundary of the disturbed

polar regions is usually sharpty bounded" In common with other

phenomena, the boundany moves equator-wards during íncreased rnagne-

tic activity.

The use of geostationary satellites for scintillatÌon work

allows a fixed part of the ionosphere to be cont,inuously observed

for the occurrence of irregularities, This is very helpful in study-

ing the average diurnal and seasonal behavi-our separately" lÙith

either radio stars or low altitude satellites diurnal and seasonal

effects are confused by the slowly changing l-ocal time when such

sources are observable.

Scintillation observations using a geostationary satellite are

discussed in Chapter 8.



observations of the ground pattern of satellite scintillation

enable the height of the irregularities to be determined" The elonga-

t,ion aLong the magnetic fietd has been confirmed" In fact observa-

tions suggest a larger elongation than found by radio star I¡Iork"

It is a fairly co¡nmon phenomenon for the intensity of scintilla-

tion to increase as the line of sight to an "orbiÈting"satellite

approaches the geomagnetic fietd. This confÍrms the irregularities

are field aligned. Thus most satellite observations support a model-

of irregularity structure of randomly placed, highly elongated

increases or decreases in electron density.

There are however quite a number of observations of signal

amplitude which cannot be explained by such a "random phase screen"

model" An example is shown in Chapter 7" other examples often

exhibit patterns reminiscent of the diffraction pattern of a sharp

edge or an opaque strip. Still others just show a quasi-periodic

structure suggesÈing t\^to ray interf,erence" The most plausible model

to explain Èhis type of record is the presence of an isolated, very

<lense irregularity, usually of somewhat larger size than the "scatre

size" of the random screen mod.el" Quite random"scintillation-Iike"

patterns could be produced by a succession of several such

irregularities.
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Another use of satellite radio transmitters is the observation

of the integrated electron content from the observing point to the

satellite. This is usually converted to an equivalent verticat total

electron content for purposes of intercomparison. Two propertíes of

the propagation are used. The first is the change in the refractive

index, for radio \¡/aves, with frequency. This enables the Doppler

shift caused by the changing optical path to be found by comparing

Doppler shifts at, coherent, harmonically related frequencies. A

related technique is to use the difference in group path, by compar-

ing the time deLay of the modulation on a hÌgh and a low frequency

carrier.

The second property used is the fact that for upper HF and VHF fre-

quencies the presence of the geomagnetic field causes the refractive

indices for oppositely polarized arcuLar polarízations to be differ-

ent" This in turn means that Èhe plane of polarization of a linear

polarized wave \{ùilf rotate as it travels. This rotation can be

shown to be proportional to the integrated product of the electron

density and the component of the field along the line of s5"ght" This

is different from the Doppler shift, discussed previously,which is

proportional to the total- electron content. It is called Faraday

rotation after the origÌnal discoverer of the effest M. Faraday" He

discovered the effect with visible light in glas subject to a strong

magnetic field.
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Observations of the total electron content by both methods have

contributed to knowledge of the average diurnal behaviour of the

icnosphere, and to knowfedge of the ion chemistry involved in the

growth and decay of the ionosphere" Geostationary satel-Iites are

particularly suitable for such observations because the part of the

ionosphere that is observed is the same, and it is ea.sy to get con-

tinuous records. A sunmary of some work in this area and a few

observations are given in Chapté:r 5.

observations using satetlites in orbits such that a "slice"

of the ionosphere is sampled enable profiles of the spatial struc-

ture to be investigated independent on any motions on the medium

itsel-f. Such work has complemented and extended ground based'

observation of T.I.D,'s. Many of the T.I.D"'s have been shown to

be of a quasi-periodic nature. observations by Russian \¡rorkers

using the Doppler effect have shown that a complete spectrum of

irregularity sizes exists from the range of the smallest observable

size (about 5 kiÌometre r¿avelength) up to several hundred kilo-

meters. T"I.Ð.rs and their probable cause, internal gravity hlaves,

are discussed more fully in Chapters 4' 5 and 6.

T"I.D.'s can also be observed using total electron content

techniques and stationary satellites" Spaced receivers enable the

velocíty and direction of the disturbance to be calcul.ated" One
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particular type of T.I.D. shown by these observations i.s the type

originating in the auroral zone E region when the auroraL electro-

jet intensities. The resultant rapid heating causes a long period

T.I.D. to appear in the mid-latitude F region. The intensification

of the current in the electrojet occurs during a certain phase of

the auroral sub-storm. An observation of such an event is reported

in Chapter 6" Related phenomena are abrupt and large increases in

total electron content are observed at some places during some storms"

The effect seems to be due to a lifting of the whole ionosphere by a

change in the F region wind systems caused by the heating mentioned

above. Whether an increase is observed depends on the }oca1 ùime of

day of the start of the heating. An observation of such an event is

also reported in Chapter 6.

Another important use of total electron content observations

is in connection with the study of the global morphology of the

ionosphere, I,{ork in this fiel-d has involved two regions" Firstly

the shape and behaviour of the equatorial anomaly can be studied"

This anomaly is in the behaviour of the latitudinal profile of

electron density. There are two maxima either side of the equator

instead of one maximum underneath the sun.

The other feature, first observed with the topside sounder, is
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the polar trough in electron density. This is an annr:l-ar region of

Iower electron density about each po1e. It is about five degrees

of latitude wide. The position is dependent on the l-evel of magnetJ-c

disturbance. It has been shown to be related to the boundary of t,he

plasmasphere, called the plasmapause. rhis is a surface in the

magnetosphere across \^rhich the density of pfasma drops rapidly. The

troughs are the intersection of this surface with the F region. No

observations of this phenomenon are discussed here, because the

trough is not observable from Adelaide.

2.2 Topside Soundinq

Since satellites have been launched which carry ionosondes,

ionograms of the region of the ionosphere above the F region peak

have become available. Spread F phenomena are visible on such

ionograms in the three main regions of the equator and the two

polar regions. Certain types of spread F can be explained by the

capture of rad.io waves in field ali-gned waveguides" Other types

have Joeen explained by scattering" The occurrenÇe of topside spread

F is higher than bottomside spread F" In the polar regions it

usually occurs al-I the t,ime.

Many other peculiarities occur on topside ionograms" These are

mostly resonances, occurríng in the plasma near the satelLite. These

usually occur at a frequency formed from combinaLions of the plasma
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frequency, the gyrofrequency and the transmitter frequency. They

are useful diagnostics of the state of the plasma.

T.I.D.'s have been observed using topside sounder ionograms

but not much work has been done. If appreciable horizontal grad-

ients exist, it is often difficult to analyse ionograms properly

because of the possibility of non-vertical propagation.

2.3 Satellite Observations

Several satel-lites, notably Explorer 20 and Allouette 112r3 and

Explorer 33, have carried instruments capable of making extensive

observations of electron density and temperaturer and ionic composi-

tion. This has led to a major improvement of the knowledge of the

physics and chemistry of the iongsphere and the inner magnetosphere"

Most experiments have been looking for the average propertieÇr and

the sampling rates have not been fast enough to study sma1l irregu-

larities. Some results from Allouette 2 show that the region of

occurrence at one thousand kilometre altitude is confined Èo the

polar regions"

Phenomena thought to be T.I.D.'s have been seen using electron

density measurements. The most extensive experiment for such

studj.es consisted of some joint observations made usÍng satellite

L966 44A. fhis utilized the electron density measurements and the
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neutral atmosphere density measurements for the study of which the

satellite was specially launched. This was the first t,ime such

\^Iaves had been detected in the neutral abnosphere, rather than by

t]¡eir indirect effects.

3.0 Recent Ground Based observations

Several new technÍques hqve been developed for observing

T.I.D.'s and other ionospheric movements. The presence of T"I.D.rs

causes the changes in ground back-scattered signals" With appropriate

large antennas this can be seen. There is some difficulty in exact

interpretation of the observed signals because of the complexity of

ground backscatter phenomena in general. The best approach has

been through computer modelling using sirnplified models of the dis-

turbance.

Another very useful technique is the use of moderately oblique

fixed frequency CVü signals" The frequency is monitored and the

Doppler shift caused by the changing phase path recorded. using

spaced transmitters and either single or spaced receivers, T.I.D.'s

have been extensively observed. The optimum spacing seems to be

about one hundred kilometres. The method is a very useful one for

monitoring snd studying the spatial structure of T.I"D. rs since the
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transmitter can have fairly low pohrer because the receiver band.-

width is small, lessening interference problems.

Another technique which should be mentioned is the phase-path

method. This method measures the changes in the phase of the returned

echo ehen using a pulse transmitter. The phase standard is related

to the frequency controlling the transmitter. Thus the equipment

measures changes in the total "phase path" to the ionosphere

and back to the ground. The technique can be used on all ionospheric

regions but has been most extensively applied to È,he D and E regions"

Use of the technique has shovrn that D region scattered echoes are

sometimes coherent. Occasionally períodic changes in phase path

have been seen indicating the presence of gravity vraves in this

region" Using moderate (one kilometre) spacing of receivers the

method, has been used for spaced receiver work. This has indicated

the presence of disturbances in the E region which are probably

internal gravity riúaves. These disturbances are relativeLy large

(twenty to fifty kilometres) and it is suggested that some of the

fading of reflected waves is due to the interference of the several

possible rays under such conditions.

other rêcent rel"ated work has been to give the normal ionosonde

a directional capability by using an ínterferometer as an antenna"

By this means off vertical echoes can be distinguished, and errors

due to this cause eLiminated in the determination of electron
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density profiles, reflection height determinations, and in studies

of spread F and sporadic t.

The spaced receiver method has been applied to many differenl:

ionospheric phenomena. The theory of the method has been extended

to cover the case of more than three receivers. If a large number

of antennae arê used as in Buckland Park array, the spatial and

temporal characteristics of the pattern can be separated and such

ttrings as pattern velocity can be found independently of assunp-

tions about the form of the pattern.

The only important observing technique not mentioned so far is

the incoherent scatter radar. This technique utilizes a very high

power radar, with large gain receiver and transmitter antennae to

detect the ìncoherently scatÈered signal from electrons. Adequate

height resolution is usually obtained by using a pulse trans-

mission system, although bistatic systems can obtain height resolu-

tion by using narrovr antenna beams. By observing the characteris-

tics of the returned signal as a function of height, several import-

ant parameters of the ionosphere can be deduced. These are electron

densiÈy, electron and ion temperatures and ion composition" The

electron belocity component along the beam direction can also be

observed. For some sites this enables neutral atmosphere winds to

be calculated. In tbùs thesis some observations using these
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techniques are discussed to support arguments about T.I.D.'s. No

new observations are reported.

4"O Other Methods

Since the early 1950's an important technique for finding the

neutral atmospheric motion in the D and E region has been the motion

of self luminous or sunlÌt trails of contamínants released from

sounding rockets. The small scal-e verÈical structure shown in the

wind profiles obtained has two causes. The first is the fact that

the tidally induced winds predominate at ionospheric heights and

some of the allowable modes have quite small vertical wavelengths.

The other cause l-s either internal gravity waves or turbulent flow"

It could possibly be both. A characteristic of the trail itself,

visible on the photographs used to measure motionr is the occurrence

below a nearly fixed tr-eigbt of s¡nall irregularities. These are due to

turbulence. At a height of about 105 km turbulent motion is damped

out by increasing molecular viscosity" The height at which this

happens.is calLed the turbopause. It is lmportant as defining the

height above which hydrodynamic turbulence cannot compete with

viscosity.

Contaminants can be released in the F region. The one usually

used is barium. This partially ionizes in sunlight and so two clouds
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of matter form. Both are visible by fluourêsence. The ionized

cloud drifts under the joint influence of the ambient electric field

and the neutraL atmosphere wind" The neulraI cloud drifts in the

wind.. The ionized cloud becomes eJ-ongated along the magnetic field

because diffusion across the field lines is unhibited for charged

particles" This cloud often becomes irregular, breaking up into a

collection of fluted columns. A form of plasma instability is

thought to be the cause.

5"0 Theory of Origin

Many theories have been put forward to explain the cause of the

several forms of irregularities studied" Thus far no theory has

offered a reasonable explanation of aII the characteristics of any

given type of irregularity" It is likely that several different

causes exist, if only because of the large differences in scale.

The matching of theory and observation is continually being compli-

cated because most met-hods of observation cannot obsen¡e a wide

enough rançfe of scale size"
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CHAPTER 2

''SPREAD F'I AND MAGNETTC ACTIVITY

t. Introduction

"Spread F" Ìs defined as a spread in the F region trace on

ionograms. Ionograms show a display of apparent reflection height

against frequency. There are two main types of spread F, illustrated

in Figure 2.1(a) and 2.1(b). Figure Z.I(a) illustrates "range

spreading", \n/here the same frequency is reflected at different

ranges" "Frequency spreading" is illustrated in Figure 2"1(b)

where, near the critical frequency, refLection at a given range

occurs over a spread of frequencies. The phenomenon is also divided

into equatoral and mid-latitude types, which have different solar

cycle and seasonal behaviour" Equatorial spread F occurs at stations

within about twenty degreês of the magnetic equator" It is predomin-

antly range-spreading. It will not be discussed any further as it

appears to be a separate phenomenon from spread F aÈ non-equatori-al

stations "

The two outstanding characteristics of mid-fatitude spread F

are its occurrence mainly at nightr ârrd its negative correlation

with indicators of solar activity.
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2. Causes of Spread F

One possible cause of spread F Ís partial reflection by

irregularities aligned arong the rines of force of the magnetic

field. This was put forward, by Booker (1956). Hovrever King (1970)

has shown thaÈ ionosondes have such a smarr dynamic range that

partiar refrections wourd not be detected. ThaÈ there are fietd
arigned irregularitÍes cannot be disputed, from the observations of

the ground patÈern of saterLite scintirration (e.g. parkin, Lg67t "

The second possible cause of spread F is a wave guide mode of

reflection whereby the radio \^raves are trapped in a field aligned

waveguide" they propagate to the reflection height and then back

along the same path to the receiver. This produces a spread in

range" Bo!ìrman (1960a, b) has shown that both rançte and frequency

spreading at Brisbane (dip 57os) were due to total reflection from

an ionosphere in which the iso-ionic contours had rippres of wave-

lengths between twenty and a hundred km. The only difference

between range spreading and. frequency spreading was that the maxímum

prasma density varied more for the ratter. McNicor et al. (1956)

had suggested that a kink or step in the iso-ionic conÈours was a

better expranation, particularry for situations where separate

traces could be resol-ved. King (1970) takes this up and suggests

that all types of spr'ead F are related. Frequency spreading is

merely the decay of range spreading. He shows that if something
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causes a local movêment of ionization down a tube of force, then

range spreading develops near the bottom of the F region. As the

reccmbination smoothes out the irregularities at the bottom, varia-

tions in electron density still exist near the peak of the layer

and above. King (1970) proposes that the forces that give the

downward movement are local small scale electric fields, derived

from the E region.

3" Effect of Maqnetic Activitv

1lt¡e relation between spread F and magnetic activity, for a

range of latitudes, was investigated by Shimazak, (1969)" He

found that, for mid-latiÈudes, there \das a positive correlation

between the probability of occurrence of spread F and magnetic

activity. For the occurrence of Spread F he used the appearance

of the qualifier F in the tabulaÈed data of f.oP2" This is easier

than using the amount of spreading of the trace, but Èhe latter is

obviously a better and more quantiÈative index of spread. F. How-

ever considering the difference between ionosondes, such a choice

is the only one possible if many stations are to be compared.

Otherwise many hundreds of thousands of ionograms would have to be

read" Briggs (1965)rusing ionogramsrshowed that for Slough, spread

F lagged behind magnetic activity (as given by the K index) " The
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¿rmount of the lag was dependent on the phase of the sunspot cycle.

Raju et al. (1969) have shown that Èhe lag varies with latitude.

Their results for Slough agree with those of Briggs (1965) for the

previous cycle. Such an agreement is not trivial because Raju et

aI. used the occurrence of the qualifier F in the tabulated data,

rather than an index of the amount of spread present near foF2 as

used by Briggs. Bowman (1971) showed that the planetary index Ap

reached a maximum three days before epoch in a superposed epoch

analysis, using days of high spread F as zero epoch. Bowman also

found that spread F showed a peak three days after d.ays of low sun-

spot number.

Equatorial zone Spread F behaves differently, being negatively

correlated with the magnetic activity index Kp.

4" Seasonal and So1ar Cyc]e Variation

Briggs (1965) showed that the intensity of spread F at Slough

had a winter maximum and a sunmer minimum. Reber (f956) and

Singleton (1962) have given examples of stations where there is

more spread F in srunmer than in winter. Out,standing among these

are the Japanese stations. Reber (1956) defined a "spread. F

equator'r, which is different from either the geomagnetic or the

geographic equator. It also appears to shift during the solar cyc1e.
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The work of Shimizaki (1959) a]so shows which stations have a

sunrmer maximum of probability of occurrence. These researchers

all lump together the data in the months November, December and

;Ianuary, and May, June and July, to get seasonal variations. If

the variation is not a'simple one from a maximum in winter to a

minimum in summer such a grouping can be misleading as to the form

of the variation.

Bov',man (1964) had suggested that there is a relation between

spread F occurrence and the semi-annual variation in neutral

particle density, maximum spread F occurring when density is a

minimum. This was derived from long term averages of occurrence

probability for three Japanese and three Australian stations. This

hypothesis seems doubtful because not all ionosphere stations show

such a variation. In Bo\¡¡Íian's o\,rrn diagram the result for Canberra

shows hardly any sub-peak in sunmer.

5 " Spread F at lrloomera

To find out more about the occurrence of spread F, indices

used by Briggs (I95Ba) were obtained from !{oomera ionograms. A

value of 0, I, 2 or 3, \r/as assigned to each hourly ionogram to

indicate the spread of the trace near the F region critical fre-

quancy" Sketches of representative ionograms for the indices are
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shown in Figure 2.2. Ionograns for most days rÏune I, 196I to

December 31, 1963 were available, except for the whole of March

1963. From these hourly values an averaçfe hras taken over the

night-tirne, defined as 200O LT to 0400 LT. This was used as a

"daily' index of spread F for the date of the morning section of

the interval. This interval of local time was chosen because

spread F is a níght-time phenomenon. Magnetic activity was indexed

using the partial daily sum of the planetary K index. This was

taken over the interval 0900-2100 UT. Ttre date was assigned to be

consistent with the spread F index" other method.s for calculating

a daily magnetic index were tried, e.9. the O Xo 24 hr UT sum, and

the 12 hr to 12 hr sum, but results were not significantly differ-

ent. !{t¡en an index of more local activity was used, such as K

index for Toolangi, summed over the nighÈ-time, again the results

v¡ere not significantly different. Atmospheric density was indexed

using the global temperature minimum, TN, as a síngle parameter.

This was obtained from published values of Jacchia and Slowey

(1963). ÍItre tenperature was derived from density measurements

using the aír drag on L96I Delta One, converted to exospheric

temperature using the ,Iacchia 1965 model atmosphere (Jacchia,

1965). The daily time serÍes formed in these ways were cross-

correlated for shifts of + 54 days using a progranme which allowed

for missing values in the time series.
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The probability of occurrence of spread F \^ras investigated

for vrToomera, canberra and Brisbane using the percenÈ,age occurrence

of the quarifier F in the tabulated midnight values of î,o82 for
each month. Although this is not the best method for studying

spread F' as exprained earrier, it is the only practicable method

if long periods of time are to be covered without excessive amounts

of ionogram analysis. Table I shows the geographic and geomagnetic

coordinates of the ionospheric stations used (I/ÍDC-A, r97o) .

TABLE 1

Station Geographic
Latitude Lonqitude E

Geomaqnetic Dip Anqle
latitude

Woomera -3I.0

Canlcerra -35.3

Brisbane -27.5

136.3

149. 0

152.9

-4I.2

-44.O

-35. 70

-630

-6s.9

-57.4

The long series of percentage occurrence for Brisbane \^ras compared

with the shorter length of d.ata f or lrloomera.

6. Results

The maximum correlation between the spread F index and magnetic

activity was 0.089 + .035. This is barery significant, especialry
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if one looks at the cross-correlation curve itself (Figure 2.3a).

The data was sprit in two and cross correl"ated. No significant
correlation \^/as found.. The cross-correration between spread F and

the exospheric temperature is given in Figure 2.3b. The reason for
the constant negative cross correlation is discussed in the next

section. The superposed epoch anarysis of the index, using days of
l-ow 10"7 cm frux as epochs is given in Figure 2.3c. This d.oes not

show any peak near +3 days as in the results of Bowman (r97r).

Neither is any 27 ð,ay recurrence visible. The auto-correlation

function of the index gives some usefur results about the tendency

of spread F to occur in groups of days. Tabre 2 gives the va]ues of
the auto-correl_ation for the first five shifts.

TABLE 2

shifr Auto-Correlation

I

2

3

4

5

"29L

.I97

.L97

. 169

"L75

+ "03

t .03

J "03

J "03

+ "03

The significant val-ues at shifÈs four and. five represent the effect
of t'he long term trends in the index. Because the seasonal effect
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is so strong there is a significant component in the auto-

correration that would peak at one year. Any shorter term effecÈs

\^/e are looking for are added onto this base line" The resulÈ

suggests that there is significant correlation between one night

and the next, but not any significant correlation between a night

and the second night after it, other than the general effect of the

seasonal variation.

A plot of the ten day averages of the nightly spread F Ìndex

is shown in Figure 2.4(a). For comparison purposes the monthly per-

centage occurrence of spread F at midnight for hloomera, Carrberra

and Brisbane are given in Figures 2.4(b), 2"4(c) and 2.4(d,') respeq-

tivery. The semÌ-annual- tendency for the spread F index for woomera

is noticeable. this is also evident in the percentage occurrence

prots for lrloomera for 1965 and 1966" Brisbane shows a clear semi-

annual variation of occurrence of spread F. canberra shows no such

semi-annual variation and shows much less spread F than Vùoomera. To

il-lustrate the effect of the solar cycle, Figure 2"4(e) shows the

monthly median value of. foF2 at midnight for Brisbane for the same

tjme interval. This shows that the summer peak of occurrence gets

small-er as surnmer midnight critícal. frequencies increase.
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7 " Discussion

There seems to be no correlation between spread F aÈ Woomera

and magneÈic activity" There is also no day to day correlation

beÈween spread F and the neutral atmospheric density. The nearly

qonstant negative correlation occurs because there is a semi-

annual component in the spread F index, (Figure 2.4(a) ) which is in

antiphase to the semi-annual variation in atmospheric density. The

Iack of any peak in tJ. e cross-correlat,ion function sho\¡/s that there

is no detail-ed day to day correlation. It is well known that just

because two variabi-es have an antiphase or inphase variation, they

need not be directly related. Therefore there is probably no direqt

physical qonnection between variations of spread F and variations in

atmospheric density. The auto-correlation function of the spread F

index shows ttrat there is only a slight grouping of nighÈs of high

spread F. rhis is similar to the resul-ts of Briggs (I958a) for Slough"

The pLot of 10 day averages, Figure 2"4(a) shovrs a peak in winter

for al-l- the 3 years sho\^/n" A peak also exists in sunìtner for 196l-

1962" There is a suggestion of a peak for summer 62-63 but nothing

definite" There seems to be a peak near the end of 1963" The occur-

xence probability shows a similar tendency for ftoomera f.or 1964 to

L966, and, so the l-ack of spread F in the sunmer af. L962-L963 is sur-

prisingr ârrd is possibly of instrumenÈal origin. Similar behavi.our

is shown by the monthly occurrence proability at Brisb¿rne. Figure
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2"4(d,) Canberra sho\¡rs no such behaviour, especially during 1968 and

l-969 where the only peak is a strong winter one"

The southern summer peak Ís sÈrongly influenced by the increase

in foF2 at night as soLar activity increases" Figure 2"4(e) sho\^rs

themonthly median midnight critical frequency for Brisbane. fhis

shows Èhat the summer peak dropped in magnitude as soon as sunmer

night-time critical frequency i¡creased " lrTinter night-tirne critical

frequency does not vary nearly so much, so that Èhe change in the

annual variation only shows that spread F occurs when critical fre-

quency is least" This is a result that agrees with Singleton (1962).

Canberra clearly sho\¡/s a d,ifferent behaviour during 1968 and

1969 with only a peak in winter. The behaviour is more variable in

1963 and 1964" Ho\¡rever the occurrence probability clearly differs

from Brisbane"

At Vùoomera spread F is not found to occur preferentiatly three

days after a day of l-ow sol-ar activity" The finding by Bowman (1971)

of the peak in occurrence three days after loh/ sunspot nurnber is

rather hard to explain" His explanation seems rather ad hoc" In any

case the effect is rather marginal in signíficance when it is observed

that the variation in hùs Figure I is about two percent on either side

of the average. The selection of stations is suspect, as mentioned

before, while the use of such large amounts of data for such varying
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conditions could confuse the result" Perhaps the correlation

between FoF, and solar activity is the cause, since low sunspot

number might mean lov/e, tor2" This is known to cause a greater

occurrence of spread F.

8" Conclusion

There is no sÌgnificant correlation between spread F at

l{oomera and magnetic activity. Since there is a positive correla-

tion at higher latitudes and a negative correlation near the

equator, perhaps lrloomera is near the transition" No correlation

was found, between spread F at lrtoomera and changes in atmospheric

density.

Tt¡e seasonal variation of spread F occurrence and, inÈensity

at Vrloomera had two peaks, one in loca1 summer and another stronger

one in local winter. There are minima near the equinoxes" The

annual variation of spread F occurrence at Car¡berra is d,ifferent,

showing no summer peak. Brisbane shows a definite summer peak of

occurrence, which is suppressed when solar activity is high.
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TABLE 7

Co-ordinates of Observing Sites

Latítude (o)

-34. s0

-34. 60

Longitude (oE)

138.41

138.40
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CHAPTER 3

TNSTRUMENTATION AND METHODS

1. Introduction

The observations of satellite signals discussed in this thesis

were obtained at two field stations of the Physics Department. Ttrese

are known as St. Kilda and Buckland Park. Table 7 shows their

co-ordinates. The equipment v/as moved to Buckland Park, which is

about 15 km north of St" Kilda, because of increasing interference"

The equipment will be described in three sections:

(i) Low orbit satellites

(ii) Gegstationary satellites

(iii) Faraday rotation using stationary satellites"

2" Low Orbit Satellites

The equipment used for this vrork v¡as constructed and used by

Parkin (1967). My work consÌsted in further anaJ-ysis of the records

obtained and some new observations. onty a broad srunmary of the

equipmont wiII be given. The total electron content observations

used Magnavox Model B receivers, on 40.010 and 4I.010 MHz, fed from
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the same dipole antenna via a I to I balun" The A.c.C. circuit of

these receivers had been modified so that the gain only responded

with a 5 second time constant. Thus the recorded voltage \^tas a

l-inear f,unction of signal strength during scintillation, but the

response for the slo\der Faraday fading was logarithmic. The voltage

\¡¡as recorded on a chart recorder with a paper speed of,2"5mm per

second.

The ground pattern observations \^/ere made with 3 receivers,

at the corners of a right-angled triangle, illustrated in Figure

3"1 from Parkin (L967). These receivers were also Magnavox Mode1 B

receivers, modified so that their response was linear for signals of

periods less than 10 seconds. They were fed from folded dipole

turnstile aerials to remove Faraday fading as far as possible. The

output voltage was buffered and made push-pull, and then sent along

a twisted pair line to the recording site. Problems due to mains

pickup, mentioned by Parkin (1967 ) were completely solved by using a

differential amplifier at the recording site, since the mains induced

pickup was simifar on both wires. Selected parts of satellite passes

v¡ere recorded on a 3 channel chart recorder with a high paper speed

(25 or 5mm per second) and were afterwards digitized manually"
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3. Satellites

The satellites observed were the beacon satellites BEB and

BEC (1964 644 and 1965 32A). The ground pattern observations used

signals transmitted at 40.0I MHz. A description of these satel-

lites can be found in Bordeau (1962). Satellite BEC \^/as more useful

for ground pattern observations because the particular inclination,

when combined with the station latitude, meanÈ that up to 6 succes-

sive passes could be observed during any one day. This satel-lite's

path was such that the fading due to Faraday rotation had a long

period. This was because the angle between the line of siÇht and

the magnetic field in the ionosphere hras not changing rapidly for

passes to the south of the station"

Both satellites transmitted coherently related signals at

20.005 MHz, 40.010 MHz and 4I.010 [4Hz derived, from a crystal oscil-

Iator. The transmitting antennas \Á/ere half-wave dipoles attached

to extended panels supporting the solar cells. The transmitted

pov/er was .250 watts" The satellite's attitude \^tas controlled by

a bar magnet situated along the axis of greatest angular momentum"

This forced the satellite spin axis to align to the magnetic field

within a few days of launch. Rotation about this axis was halted by

using rods of magnetic material perpendicular to the magnet which

caused hysteresÍs darnping of the rotation. Thus the axis of slrm-

metry of the satellite ltas kept aligned Ëo the direction of the
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magneÈic field. This meant that the observed transmitted polar-

ization did not change much during a pass over the observing

station. The small rotation due to changing geometry (Webster,

L967) has been neglected.

4. Geostationary Satellite Instrumentation

4.I Aerials

Two types of aerials r^/ere used for observations of geostat-

ionary satellite beacons. The first hras a commercially obtained

antenna for Australian T.V. Channel 5A (L37-L44 MHz). This had a

gain of tO db and a nominal impedance of 300 ohms. The match to 70

ohms cable \das achieved using a half-wave balun" The other antenna

\^tas a pair of crossed Yagi antennas, custom buÍlt and adjusted.

Each individual Yagi had a gain of 13 db and an impedance of 70 ohms.

The matching circuit is a qamma match which was adjusted with the

antenna in position" This antenna \^tas used to receive circularly

polarized signals by inserting a quarter wavelength extra of cable

in the line from one Yaqi to the port of the hybrid network used to

ensure isolation between the two Yagis.
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4.2 R.F. Instrumentation

The signal was converted do\¿n to 20.005 MHz using various con-

verters, all of which used F.E.T" input stages, and díd not degrade

the noise figure of the following receii'ers. This was always a

Magnavox Model- B receiver wíth a plug-in converter for 20.005 MHz"

4.2 Signal Strength Measurement

For observing Syncom 3, the B"F.O. on the receiver was used to

get an aud.io-frequency beat note, which vras filtered, rectified and

the filtered D.C. recorded for signal strength variations. This

method \^¡as susceptible to frequency drift in the varíous crystal

oscillators in the system, mainly in the converters. The drift, due

to temperature variations, was reduced by burying the converter about

I metre in the earth beneath the antenna. Manual adjustment of the

B.F.O. compensated for drifÈs of a long term nature.

There was also a problem when the satellite switched itself off

during either equinox, to conserve po\^rer. There \^7as a noticeable

drift in frequency for several- hours while the transmitter "¡¡¡armed

üp"" During the sofstices transmission was r¡,n-interrupted" In later

observaÈions on another sat,ellite {A.T.S.I. 1966 1I0A) the recei,ver

A.G"c. voltage \^7as recorded as a nearls of determ"i-ning signal strengiir"

Because the addj.tional voltage due to the satellj.te was a fraction
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of the voltage d.ue to receÍver noise and the galactic backgroundt

a recording system was devised where this nearly constant voltage

was backed off, and the wanted signal filtered with a time constant

of I second and recorded on a chart recorder at a speed of 18 cm

per hour. Time marks \¡/ere provided by a cam operated microswitch,

using a 1 revolution per hour synchronous motor to interrupt the

input to the chart recorder every hour (Figure 3"2).

4.4 Polarization Measurement

A Channel 5A Yagi was split in the centre and a motor drive

inserted at this point, using an electric motor with a chain d.rive"

This motor also d,rove a two pole bicycle generator. This provided

an efectric signal of twice the rotation frequency. A phoÈograph

of the antenna is shown in Plate I" The signal was taken from the

antenna using inductively coupled. tuned circuits, and fed to a

converter" The output of the converter aE 2Q.005 MHz was fed to a

Magnavox Mod.el B receiver" The receiver output was passed. through

an active bandpass filter, cent:red at twice the rotation frequency"

It was then put through a zero crossing detector, which produced a

square wave with sharp transitions at the zero crossing points.

It vlas found necessary to put two zero crossing detectors in

cascade to get a sharp enough edge. This is because of the low
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frequency of ttre input signal (2"6 nz) and the consequent slow raÈe

of change of signal witt¡ time.

After differentiating and clipping this square \^tave, a single

polarity.pulse train is produced" This is fed to one input of a

discrete component R-S flip-flop. The other input is fed by a

similar pulse train from the reference signalr treated in an

identicat manner" The resultant output at the collectors of the

transistors is a waveform whose "on" duration is directly prop-

ortional to the phase difference between the input pulses. To get

better rÍpp1e reduction, the collector voltage of both transistors

was filtered separately and the difference taken, using a differ-

ential amptifier. ThÌs output was then further filtered with a

time constant of 20 seconds and recorded on a three channel chart

recorder. Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram" The other channel was

the signal strength record described previously. Hourly time

marks \^¡ere provided. The recorded speed was 18 cm per hour .

rhis is the method of recording described by Titheridge (1966) 
"

5"0 Geostationary Satellites

This thesis contains observa,tions of twr: different satel.liùes

Syncom 3 (L964 44A) and Applications Technology Satellite L Table

3 shows the geometrical properties of the ]íne çf sight t-o these
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sateÌ]ites.

TABLE 3

Satellite Azimuth Elevation Subionospheric
Lat. (0) Long (o

300 km height

Syncom 3 57 .5

800

30.5 -32.2" L42"6"

A.T.S"1

Angle to
E) Geomagnetic

field

40"

-31 .25n 154. 10 59o

The transmission from Syncom 3 was ellipticalty polarized.

Interfering signals were often present because the AlJ-ouette

satellites transmit telemetry on the same frequency (136-980 MHz).

The nominal transmitter povrer was 2 watts. As mentioned earlier,

to conserve the baLteries, Syncorn 3 was turned off for a few

hours each night when it passed through the earth's shadow. This

only happens around the equinoxes. At the two solstices it, is

sunlit all night,.

The A.T.S"l telemetry transmitter on 137.35 MHz is linearly

polarized. The transmitter po\^rer is aLso nominally 2 watts. This

satellite's beacon is on all the time. If there is telemeÈry on

the carrier, all the effective sídebands appear to be within the

bandpass of the receiver"

60
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A problem \^ras experienced With this satelLite because of its

Iow elevation. With the particular aerial height chosen for the

crossed Yagi, t,he verticatly polarized ground reflected signal,

cancelled out the direct vertically polarized signal. Thus the

antenna behaved as though it was horizontally polarized, though ít

\¡ras really circularly polarized. The problem htas not solvable by

changing aerial height¡ because an appreciably higher position for

the antenna was impracticable at the observing site, without making

the antenna inaccessible for adjustment of the gamma match"

The tack of interference from other satellites was the main

reason for using A.T.S.I for most of the observations" From about

August 1969 another satellite (Intellsat II F2) transmitting on

136.980 MHz \^ras avaiLable. Ho\^/ever it suffered from the same problem

of interference from other saÈe1lites " Some of this had much the

same form as a certain type of scintiltationr of a more regular type

than usual. To avoid any confusion it was thus necessary to study a

satellite which could not be interfered with.

6.0 Methods of Data AnalYsis

6, L Sc.inti-llati.on In<lex

For every hour, centred on the helur, the third highest (STH)
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and the third from bottom (STL) scintillatíon peaks \^rere scaled.

Scintillation index as a percentage \Â/as then calculated using the

formula:

STH-STL
s. r.

STH+STL

This is the recommended index of Allen (1967). The index can be

converted to other indices using the formula for the A.G.c" voltage

index given in the above paper.

6.2 Faraday

The differential Faraday rotation method used by Parkin (L967)

involved measuring the angle between the planes of polarization of

the 40 and 41 MHz transmission, using the displacement between the

nulls, as shown in Figute 3.4. Then the total rotation f,or 40 MHz

at a nu1l is.calculated using the formula. This calculation needs a

value for n, which is the unkno\^rn multiple of II radians in the differ-

ence in rotation between the two frequencies. This unkno\^/n r¡¡as

estabLished by-calculating the electron content for each 40 MHz null

for n =,0¡112 and sometimes 3. Criteria were Èhen applied to these

curves to determine which value of n fit,ted best. Firstly, values of

n which gave negative electron content at one end of the pass could

be ignored. Second1y, an electron content was also calculated by the
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rotation rate method. If at any time during a pass the two esti-

mates agreedr.the,value of n was determined as that whose curve

agreed.with the rotation rate method. This agreement had to be over

several rotatl-on,periods to make sure the agreement was not due to

an irregular gradient in electron content" Thirdly, high values of

electron. content,\¡Íêre not allowed during the night. Last1y, the

gradient of electron content was expected to be such ùtrat the higher

content occurred to the north near midday. lf?ren the proper value of

n had been.chosen the appropriate plot was studied for irregularities,

and the deviations and average electron content were tabulated.

The output of the rotating aerial system was studied in two

different Ì¡tays. To study relationship between scíntillation and

irregularities in electron content, the origìnal records were studied.

An exanple of such a record is shown in Figure 7.2 (Chapter 7¡. To

study ttre daily changes in electron content it was necessary to

digitize-the..record at 1 cm intervals. At each transition iÈ was

determined whether the electron content was increased or d,ecreasing,

and subsequent-readings were added or subtracted. An arbitrary zero

was used for.afl.recordg, since the transmitÈed polarizaÈion was

unknown. This zero was the same for any interval where there was

no break in the record. The rotation angle was plotted and studied.
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6.3 Power,Spectra

Power spectrum analysis of scintillation from low orbit

satellites and-the.geostationary satellite \iras carried out using

the fast Fourier transform algorithm. The particular progranrme

used was taken from ttre University Computing Centre library. The

input to the prograrnme was hand digitized data from chart records,

run at a faster speed than was necessary for scintillation index.

The reading interval for each record was chosen so that aliasing

could not occur. The length \^/as governed by three factors. Firstly,

it should be stationary by visual inspection. Secondly, it had to

be such that the number of points was a po\^rer of two. Last,ly, no

large very low frequency components should be present so that, if

detrending \¡ras done, the "leakage" \^rould not be J-arge. Detrending

was accomplished by fitting a parabola to the whole recórd and sub-

tracting this before applying the fast Fourier transform. To smooth

out the spectrum estimate, an 9-point mean was taken over the

individual estimates.

7.O Spaced Receiver Analysis

Records used by Parkin , 1967, \^tere analysed for several extra

quantities" Parkin was unable to obtain the random pattern para-

meter Vc (Fooks, 1965) due to a prograrune error. I also did
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dispersion analysis on spaced receiver record,s already available.

This used.the.subroutine that was written by Goltey, I97O. Some

extra.prograrnming,was added to the spaced receiver analysis pro-

granme, to.study the relationship between the half-width of the

auto-correlation.f,unction, and the width to half maximum of the

cross-cotrrelation.f,unctions between receivers. The progranme \¡ras

the one used for all spaced, receiver analysis in the research group

at the time (Briggs, 1968).
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CHÀPTER 4

LARGE SCALE TRREGULARITIES IN THE IONOSPHERE

1.0 Introduction-,

"Large irregularities" will be defined as those whose scale is

greater than 5 km. frregularities of sizes from 100 km upward.s have

been known since Munro (1948) first observed them. They were first

detected by variations in the apparent reflection height at a fixed

frequency, Munro (1948, 1950, 1958) and in variations in direction

of arrival of signals reflected from the ionosphere, Bramley (1953).

The more intense disturbances produce characteristic effects on

ionograms, due to non-verticaL reflections, and vary the peak elec-

tron d.ensity (Heisl-er (1958) ) . They can also be detected by the

changing.frequency.of continuous r4'ave signals reflected from the

ionosphere (Georges (1968); Chan and Villard (1962); Davies and Jones

(1971)), and by.Èhe variation in the apparent position of radio

sources, due to changes in ionospheric refraction (Lawrence (1961) ).

Observations of.the total electron content of the ionosphere using

radio transmissions f,rom satellites also reveal irregularities. This

type of technique is used in the present thesis. Such methods reveal

irregularities of aII sizes down to the arbitrary lower limit men-

tioned above (Alpert and SÌnelikov (1966) ) , and up to an upper size
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limit caused by a l-imited field of vi.ew (Titheridge (1963)).

By usj-ng spaced observing sites, information has been gained

on the speed and, direction of movement of the irregularities (Munro

(1950) ; Munro ' (1958); George (1968) ) . CoLl-ectively these phenomena

are all manifestations of, a type of ionospheric disturbances kno\^rn

as rrtravelling ionospheric disturbances" (f.f "o.¡ .

V'lhen satel-Iites with radio transmitters in the upper HF and

the VIIF bands were launched it became possible to measure the total

electron content between the observing point and the sateLlite,

either by using the Faraday effect (Garriott (1960) ) or the Doppler

effect (De Mendonca.(1962)), or a combination of both of them. The

first observations were published by LÍttle and Lar^¡rence (1960) ,

giving results f,or 3 transits of 1958 ô3 (Sputnik 3), using the

Faraday effect. Irregular variations can be seen in their plots of

total electron content agaÌnst time. These are of the order of one

percent in electron content and with a scale size of about 300 km"

De Mendonca (L962).presented results for 68 transits, using the

differential Doppler method. This technique involves finding the

effect of the ionosphere by observing the Doppler effect on two

harmonically related, phase locked radio transmitters. The Doppler

effect due to the moving satellite is thus removed and ionospheric

effects alone can be seen. De Mendoncars results showed that
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irregularities \^tetre nearly always present because even when plotted

at a 3 km spacingr,values of the electron content showed more

scatter than one would.expect from measurement errors. Large scale

irregularities can also be seen on his records. Titheridge (1963,

1968) observed fluctuations in the Faraday rotation rate from

several satellÌtes using f,requencies near 20 MHz. Because of chang-

ing geometrical- factors the amount of rotation imposed on a radio

wave is constantly changing. This causes the signal strength pattern,

recorded using a linearly polarized antenna, to show a modulus

cosine pattern, whose frequency can be in the first approximation

related to'total electron content. The approximation assumes hori-

zontal stratification.. Thus irregular variations in electron content

cause variations.in.the-period of this fading. Titheridge (1963)

shows how this.can.be.used,to derive some parameters describing the

irregularities. .The magnitude of the variations in total electron

content was generally between 0.03 and 4.0 percent, with a medían of

0.25 percent. The variation of, irregular total electron content with

size of the irregularÌty indicated that the change in electron density

inside the individual irregularities was size independent, and, was

between'0.Ì and 10 percent of the background ionùzation. Titheridge

(1968a) also showed.that the irregularities were not field aligned

by observing that their amplitude did not depend on the angle between

the direction to the satellite and the direction of the magnetic field.
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He aLso presented evidence to support a model of the irregularities

as discs, about 0.4 tÌmes as high as they are wide.

Bhonsle t1966) observed irregular total electron content var-

iations at Stanford University, California, using Doppler measure-

ments. He found the average gradient in electron content across an

irregularity showed little diurnal change, but this was due to the

well known diurnal change in the background total electron content,.

Alpert and Sinelnikov (1966) describe Doppler measurements

from,two satellites in eccentric orbits (L964-6A and 1964 384) , using

frequencies of 20 MHz and 90 MHz. They observe many irregularities,

in all size ranges from 2 kn to 400 km. Because of their assertion

that the measurements refer to ttre immediate vicinity of the satel-

Ìite, their sizes are calculated assuming the full satellite veJ-ocity,

instead of the projected velocity inherent in other observations.

They also state their sizes in wavelengths, a definition which gives

nurnbers Èwice as large, f.ot the same irregularity, These assump-

tions should result in their sizes being four times the size of other

observers. Alpert and Sinelnikov (1966) find a maximum mlnber of

occurrence in the 20 km to 40 km size rançJe (their measurement).

Such sizes could not be seen by Titheridge (1968) although perhaps

Rao (1967 ) observed them. Ho\.rever the size intervals chosen do not

seem to have an obvious pattern and vary in width. The peaks in
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Alpert and Sinelnikov's Figures ll and 12, could be due to that

interval (2O to 40 km) being the widest interval, covering a size

range of approximately two to one" A comparison vrith Titheridge

(1968a) is not possible because of the irregular width of the inter-

val-. Their observations extend to smal-Ier sizes but because Alpert

and Sinelnikov do not use equal intervals like Titheridge, iÈ is

not possible to check Titheridge's hypothesis that there is no

preferred irregularity size.

Rao (]-967 ) observed irregularities in the total electron con-

tent curves, obtained using ttre satellite BEC, as seen from Urbana'

Illinois, where the sub-satellite ionospheric point travefs essen-

tially west to east during a transit. Rao found by power spectrum

analysis that the dominant east-west wavelength varied between 250

and 750 km. The tonger wavelength dominated at night, with shorter

wavelengths being more prominent between 0900 to 2100 hrs. Iocal

time. Rao gives no figures for direct comparison with Titheridge's

(1963, I968a) observations of probability of occurrence of an

irregularity of a given size. Ho\^rever Raors upper size limit would

be simiLar, because all observations are timited by the finite length

of record, which causes the long wavelength cut off in his po\^ler

spectrum. The slope of the por¡/er spectrum of the j-rregular total

electron content is linear near the origÌn. This implies, on
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dimensional arguments, that irregularity content is proportioned to

irregularity size, which is the same at Tittreridge (1968a) shows,

but different from Titheridge's (1963) results" This could be

because of solar cycle changes in the ionosphere, since Titherídge's

observations were at sunspot maxima and minima respectively.

Short period variat,ions in total electron content can be

observed using tetemetry transmitters on geostationary satellites.

Sometimes these variations are afmost periodic (Titherídge 1968b) "

The first observations of total electron content by this method were

reported by Garriott and SmÌth (1965). IrreguLarities or oscilla-

tions show up as deviations from a definite diurnaf curve. These

have periods ranging from 15 minutes to several hours. Further

aspects of this will be discussed in another chapter of the present

thesis.

2"O observations

Parkin (1967 ), observing at Adelaide, computed total electron

content from observations of dífferential Faraday rotation of the

40 and 4! MHz transmitters of satettites L964-644 and l-965-324 for

all of 1965 and for January 1966. Parkin only used the results to

derive seasonaL and diurnal variations in total efectron content.
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However the results for each pass usually exhibiÈed irregular

variations. Total- electron content curves for two, three month

intervals; May to July 1965 and November 1965 to January 1966,

were studied to see how results compared with observations else-

where.

The method used, \^ras to plot the electron content against

distance along a spherical shell 350 kms high" A smooth curve \¡¡as

estimated and drawn in. Irregularity size was defined as the dis-

tance between one crossing of the smoothed curve and the next,

(Figure 4.1) and the total electron content deviation and percent-

age deviation recorded along wittr the size" The smallest size seen

is limited by the Faraday rotation period of the 40 MHz signal. It

is estimated to be the order of 40 Isns, but this will vary from day

to night and seasonally. The definition of size is equivalent to

that of Titheridge (1963), if one assumes the greatest efectron

content gradient occurs at the crossing of the smoothed curve by

the observed curve. In the following results the absolute value of

the deviation was used, without any regard to sign"

3 "0 Resul-ts

Histograms of the size distrÌbution for summer and winter are
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shorntn in Figure 4.2. The distribution of Èhe irregularity percentage

deviation is shown in Figure 4"6" Figures 4"3 and 4"4 show scatter

diagrams for electron content d.eviations against size, for compari-

son with Titheridge (1963). The diurnal variation in the proba-

bility of occumence of tJre irregularities as measured by the number

seen per satellite pass is shown in Figure4"Srwhich also shows the

number of passes which were used in each two hour interval" This

includes all passes analysed, whether there were irregularities

present or not"

4"O Discussion

.The.size distribution is reasonably similar to the one found

by Titheridge (1963, I968a) in ttre range 100 to I80 km. Titheridge

found.that the distribution was such that the nurnber in a range of

sizes S to S*dS, N, \r/as proportional to dS/S. The curve in Figure

4"2 is this function normalized to the number in the I00 to I20 km

interval. Below 100 km the effect of the finite resoluÈion drasti-

cally reduces the number of irregularities seen, while above 2O0 km,

the total lengths of individual records limits the possibility of

observing iruegularities.

The histograms of percentage amplitude show that the median

percentage amplitude ehanges from O.4 - 0.68 in summer to 0.8 - I.Oc
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in winter. This change is more than the ratio of the total elec-

tron-content in su¡nmer to that in winter. Average diurnal electron

content-curves were.derived for the time concerned by parkin (L967).

These.show a strruner to winter ratio of maximum daytime total

electron content of 1.5. Thus t]¡e average irregularity deviation

must change from su¡nmer to winter, so as to account for the percent-

age change which is observed. This is supported by the facÈ that

more large amplitude irregularities occur in wÌnter.

The scatter pJ.ots of irregular electron content against size,

show a definite trend, such that Latger content irregularities are

associated with larger size. Hovrever the scatter is too large to

make any estimate of this rel-ationship worthwhile.

The.diurnal variation in the nrrnrber of irregularities per pass

shows.a.maxÍmum in the daytime and early evening, dropping tq a

lower.value at night. - This variation is quite different from that

of Bhonsle (f966) r but similar to that of Titheridge (I968a).

The small nu¡nber of irregularities observed did not warrant a study

of the diurnal variations Ín the irregular total electron content

similar to.that carried out by Titheridge (I968a) and Bhonsle

(L966\.. ,The present observations are limited at night, because

the increased Earaday rotation period lowers the probability of

seeing the smaller scale irregularities. This factor affects
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Titheridge!s results a1so, but not those of BhonsLe (1966) or Rao

(1967 ), because their measurements were at fixed time intervals.

The results presented in this thesis are dominated by observations

of a satellite in a polar orbit. The sizes therefore apply in a

north-south direction. According to Titheridge (1968a) no field

alignment.is detectabler so the horizontal structure would be

isotropic. The sizes found are in the range of wavelengths possible

for internal gravity waves at F region heights, Hines (1960)"

It is suggested that the observed irregularities are internal

gravity vlaves. There are occasions when the appearance of the

total electron content record is sinusoidal for several periods.

Titheridge (I968b) gives some good examples. Such oscillations are

better seen on records of Faraday rotation of geostationary satellíte

VHF radio transmissions. An example is given in Clrapter 6 of this

thesis.

5.0 Conclusions

The present results confirm that the number of irregularities

in a given size interval S to S+dS, N, is related to that size

interval by a relation of the form

N o dSr/S
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over the observed range when the effect of observational selection

is allowed.for. On the average, the irregularities have a larger

magnitude in winter than summer (see Figure 4.6). The diurnal

variation'.of,-occuruehce sho\.rs a broad daytime maxímum, with a

slight dip at midday. This is simiLar to the diurnal variation

of occurrence found by Titheridge (1968a).

It is assumed that the observed irregularities are the result

of internal gravity \¡raves perturbing the neutral atmosphere, and

hence producing electron density perturbations. The observed size

and magnitude are in the range of sizes and magnitudes possible

for internal gravity waves"
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CHAPTER 5

TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT USING GEOSTATTONARY SAÍELI.ITES

1.0 Introduction

Total efectron content measurements can be made using geo-

stationary satellites as sources of the radio transmissions. The

measuring technique can be based on a Doppler method or on Faraday

rotation of the plane of polarízation. Doppler measurements only

give Èhe rate of change of electron content. A means of finding

the total electron content at some time during the observation

must be used to enable continuous measurements of total electron

content" Some variations of the Doppler method which rely on the

group delay between low and high frequency, or on the rate of change

of phase ret,ardation with frequency, can give absolute values.

As the Doppler effect relies solely on the presence of free

eLectrons, and not at all on the presence of a magnetic field, the

measurement gives the total electron content between the observa-

tion point and the satellite, 351000 km high above the equator"

The Faraday effect depends on the presence of a magnetic field.

Titheridge (1966). has shown that for any reasonable distribution

of electron density, the ionosphere above 2000 km has only a very
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small effect on the rotation of the plane of polarization, because

of the rapidly decreasing strength of the magnetic fie1d, and the

decreasing electron density. The difference between the results of

the two types of measurement can give information about the total

electron content inside the plasmapause"

To ded.uce total electron content from the observations, it is

necessary to know the original polarization of the transmitted

signal" It is necessary tó assume that at the time of day of

lowest electron content, one can find. out the integral numlcer of

half-rotations invoLved. This is usually possible, since the lowest

electron content at mid-latitude stations causes a rotation of the

plane of about II radians. An estÌmate can also be obtained using

ionosonde data" Both types of measure¡nent result in values for the

total electron content, as a function of time of day at, the sub-

ionospheric point" rhis is the point on the earth's surface dir-

ectly beneath \^/here the line of sight to the satellíte íntersects

a spherical surface at a height of 300 to 450 km. Tn the present

work as assumed height of 350 km has been used"

Pl-ots of the total electron contenÈ show a diurnal variation

upon which faster regular and irregular variations are superimposed.

These are imagìned to be produced at the position of the sub-

ionospheric point, due to the same kind of irregularities studied
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in Chapter 4. Thus with these observations, it is possible to

observe time variations at a single point which complement tt¡e

observations made at many points at essenÈially a fixed time, as

obtained from orbittingsatellites at lower heights.

2.O Previous Studies

2.1 The Diurnal Variation

Garriott et al. (1965), who were the first to publish results

of observations using the syncom 3 saterrite, give curves showing a

typical diurnal variation. An outstanding characÈeristic is the

consistency of curves for eash day near surrrise, even though indívi-

dual daily maxima may vary by a factor of two. Garriott and Smith

(1965) showed that this similarity occurs because the slope of the

curve is proportional to the electron production rate, integrated

throughout the atmosphere" Since this is proportional to the solar

XW flux, which only changes slowly, the uniformity is explained.

Garriott and Smith (f965) expand the simple theory to allow for more

than one ionizable constituent. This is because although nitrogen

is ionized, because of fast recombination reactions, such ionization

does not contribute to the electron density. Smith (1968) further

refined the theory to allow for the smaLl effect of the loss of

ionization. He developed a method involving an iterative
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carcuration, \^/hereby both the integrated production and ross rates

rates,are calculated by a J-easÈ squares fit to the observed curve,

between sol-ar zenith angres at the subionospheric point of 98o to

970 
"

Garriott et ar. (1965) arso observed that the ratio of maximum

to minimum electron content was 30 for observations aÈ Hawaii and 1O

for observations from california" Titheridge (1966) disputes Èhese

figures on the basis that, the daily curves shown in the paper do not

support the values quoted; he suggests figures of 15 and 5 for

Hawaii and California respectively. The observations of Garriott et

al" (1965) were made in autumn or winter. Later observat,ions

reported by Garriott et al. (1970) show both a seasonar and a solar

cycle variation in the diurnal ratio over catifornia. During the

summer and at alJ. phases of the sunspot cycle the ratio was 4.

During winter months the ratio i.s greater and increases from 6 in

1965, to L2 for october 1967. Titheridge (1966) found that a similar

seasonar variation occurred at Auckrand. However the ratio was

small-er, being 3.0 from October to ilanuary, decreasing to 2.1 in

ilune and. increasing again to 3.7 in september. Titheridge (1966)

explains this difference as being due to the differing seasonal

behaviour of the electron density in the northern and southern

hemispheres. rn mid-Latitudes of the northern hemisphere the day-

time tolal el-ectron content is higher in winter than summer, and
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there is littre seasonal variation of the total electron content

just before sunrise. This is not so for the southern hemisphere

mid-Iat,itudes, where Titheridge's observations show a strong

geasonal variation in totar electron content both before sunrise,

and at the daily maximum" Total electron content at Auckland did

not show any seasonal anomaly during 1965-1966" The observed

seasonar changes in electron content were what would be expected

if the temperature, and the ross coefficient at the F region maximum,

were constant (títherídge, 1966) "

2"2 Loss Rate

Titheridge (1966) adopted a model for the F region whereby the

equation of equilibrium is expressed in terms of the eLectron

content"

aN-
' = Q - ßtN-

atr

NT is totaL electron content

A is the integrated production rate

ß' is the effective loss rate"

Titheriilge (1966) derived values for ß, at sunset and at some-

time after sunset,. He shows that differencç-observed ín these
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values are consistent with the known behaviour of the F region. For

example ß' decreases after sunset due to an increase in height of

the F region. Titheridge (1966) deduced a value of g' at sunset
-4 -1 -a -rof I"4 x 10 'sec * in winter, decreasing to 0.5 x 1O = sec'for

all seasons. Titheridge (1968c) extended this modef, because

observati-on showed that there v/ere increases in totar erectron

cont.ent on winter nights. He proposed a model whereby the total

electron content decayed to a constant level in equilibrium with a

constant source. using the model he found that the seasonal behav-

iour of the night-time total erectron content variation was due to

the varying value of the total el-ecÈron content at sunset. The

base leve1 was the same for all seasons but was reached, in four

hours in winter, but not in sunrmer" The mean rate of change of

erectron qontent after midnight showed. an increase with magnetic

activitlz, due to an increase in the effecÈive loss rate. This

increase only slowly decreased after a period of high magnetic

actÍvity, a characterístic behaviour of changes due to magnetic

storms, and already inferred from earlier measurements utilizing

the rate of change of electron content near sunset (Titheridge and

Andrews, 1967). Tithericlge (f968d) l"ater showed that his earlier

model vJas unecessarily simplified. The average behaviour of the

total-. electron content throughout the night was that, of a decay

after sunset and before sunrise with a value of ß' that was in
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accordance \^rith the estimated value. This value \¡ras derived from

the calculated loss rate near sunset, modified by two factors. These

were, firstly the change in the molecular nitrogen density because

of the drop in temperature, and secondly, the increase in the height

of the F region peak electron density.

2"3 Niqht-time Behaviour

Around midnight a source of electron production was inferred

(Titheridge, 1968d) causing total electron content to switch from

one d.ecay curve to another. This source of ionization prod.uces

about : x to16 electrons ¡^2 in summer and. wÌnte r aL 34oS but is

reduced at the equinoxes. The differing seasonal behaviour is still

explained, because of the higher electron density at night in summer

and the equinoxes. The low values of electron density in the winter

allow the source of ionization to actually increase the totat elec-

tron content on about 508 of winter nights. Titheridge found that

with this model of the night-time behaviour, the source of ionization

did increase with magnetic activity¡ and there tvas an annual varia-

tion of the ionization produced. He studied the night-time behaviour

of the E region maximum el-ectron density for places in both the

southern and. northern hemispheres, and showed (Titheridge, 1968d)

that there was a night-time source of ionization at l-atítudes 15o -

40o latitude in sunmer, and from 25o - 50o in winter. This
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ionization had a flux of about Z x tOI61*2 in mid-latitudes" The

source is less at the eqrrinoxes, and shows an annual variation in

flux, being 50% greater in Decernber than 'June. rt also shows a

suns¡iot cycle variation of 2.5E.

all the.above effects can be explained by diffusion of Íoniza-

tion from the exosphere if ttre number of protons in a tu,be of force

does not change during the day or niqht. rt is as though the protons

are floating on top of the ionized oxygen atoms that, provide the

ionization for the ionosphere below 5oo km. As the mídtatitude

ionosphere cools at nÌght, the height where o* exceeds H* decreases

from 1000 km to 500 km" This causes the observed ionizaÈion below

1000 km to increase sufficientry to satisfy the observations. The

rimited latitude range is caused by two factors. AÈ low latitud.es,

the lines'of -force of the magnetic fierd do not go above rooo km" At

high latitudes the transition height does not get berow ]0oo km. rn

winter the lower temperate causes this region to extend to higher

l-atitudes. rt is possible Lo imagine the main flux of ionizat,ion

from this source to occur maÌnly around midnight. Any other source

would have Èo be constant arl night, because of the observed effect

on elect,ron temperature. The annual and sunspot cycle variations are

also exprained, as variations in the electron density in the plasma-

sphere of this phase and magnitude are already known ('Iitheridger

1e68d).
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The r:esults so far appry to the average behaviour of the total

erectron content. Young eL al" (1970) show that, at HawaÍi increeses

in night 'bime total electron content occur over rather smaJl- areas,

sometimes ionospheric points 500 km apa::t showíng no correlation"

These observations also show increases ín summer and winter, a

different behaviour from the night time variatiorr reported. by

Titheridge (1968b) . The average varue of the tot.ar f]ux is also

considerably larger than the flux reported by Titheridge" rt seems

to be too large to be suppried by the same mechanism, as Hawaii is

too near the equator" However the value of the flux is cal-curated

differently from that of Titheridge, so direct numerical comparisons

could be misleading. The results of young et aI" (f970) show a

strong occurrence peak in the northern hemisphere winter for these

events, with a smaller peak in the summer and minima at each equinox.

They are able to show that the disturbance has a westerry motion,

because it occurs earl"ier at the mosÈ easterly sub-ionospheric poj.nt.

Titheridge (1969) reports a form of disÈurbance observed in

the summer night in New Zealand. By using several observing points,

he shows that the average dÍsturbance propagates tsward. the north west.
_t

at 140 m"seÇ'an,:l is weaker south of 40"S. The disturbance has a

particular form of a small decrease, followec by a rarge increase.

Titheridge shows that these disturbances have a front of at reast

1000 km and a thickness perpendicular to the front of about 350 knr
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on average" The factor which distinguishes these disturbances from

ordinary'traverring ionospheric disturbances is the fact that they

are of-smaller ampJ.itude in the south. They aLso occur too fre-
quently to'be.associated wÌth the disÈurbances known to occur during

substorm activity in the auroral_ oval..

The comparisons Titheridge (1969) reports with ionosonde

observations show that they occur predominantly in the topside

ionosphere, since the percentage disturbanqe Ín the peak electron

density is l-ess than the percentage variation in total electron

content" These disturbances seem to be the same kind of disturbance

that Young' et -a1. (1970) observed at Hawaii. If this is so it is
notable that, the peak of occurrence occurs at the same time of year

in both hemispheres" The other distinguishing characùeristic is

that they of,ten cause.increases of, 5oz in totar el-ectron content"

This is much,'rarger than the irregulariÈies and waves reported by

Titheridge (1968a; 1968b) 
^

rn sununary, the night-time totar electron content behaves

differentllz in sunmer and in winter. During the summer the higher

erectron.cÕntent causes.the ionization to decay unt,ir sunrise. This

decay is interrupted around rnidnight by a source of ionization which

lasts for severaL hours. rn sunmer this source is not enough to

reverse the decay. During the equinoxes the behaviour is similar
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except the effect of the night-ti"rne source is less. During winter

the ionization decays to a constant level- several hours after sunset.

rhis is because an equiribrium is maintained for severar hours

between the ross processes and the apparent production of ioniza-

tion. on occasions, the total electron content increases. On top

of this behaviour in summer and winter are superimpposed short (2

hours or less) large (40 to 808) increases in total eLectron content.

These.increages occur around midnight. They occur mainly in north-

ern henrisphere winter witå a secondary peak in northern henisphere

su¡nmer. Titheridge's (I968a) observations show that the distur-

bances he detected occurred in the topside ionosphere. These dis-

turbances seen too large to be formed by influx of ionization by the

changing level of the transition between a O* ionosphere and a H+

ionosphere. Titheridge (1968e) showed that this could not produce

a flux -greater than 3 * ro16 et/m2, whire the disturbance is often

more than this.

2"4 lrregularities and V'laves

Irregular behaviour in total electron content curves has been

observed using satellites in medium altitude orbits, as shown in

Chapter 4. Irregular variations have also been observed usÍng

stationary satellites; they are detectable in the earlÍest observa-

tions, and have been most extensively studied by TiÈheridge (1968),
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using observations during 1965 and 1966. He showed that 3ot of

irregularíties observed showed periodic behaviour, having a period

constant.wÍthin 158, and an amptitude constant wÌthin 5ot. some-

times this almost sinusoidal behaviour continued for up to 12 cycles.

simirar phenomena are reported from observations of the Faraday

rotation period of the 20 MHz transmissions from cosmos 5. observa-

tions of totar electron content from rnvercargirr, as werr as

Aucklandr show that these periodic disturbances occur more often in
the south at alr times of the year. Both stations show a semi-

annual,occurrence of the disturbance, with maxima in November and

ilune. The summer peak shows more irregularities. The periods of

the oscíllations are between 15 and 80 minutes. r,onger periods

were -not seen because of diff,icurty in reading the chart record for
such -rong periods, due to the diurnar changes in the ionosphere.

such diff,icurties can be removed by applying a hígh pass digital
filter to the digitized data. observations from fnvercargill in the

winter (subionospheric point 42"5 geographic) showed a concentration

of the observed periods towards 20 minutes. Titheridge ded,uced that

the observed seasonar and diurnar variations \¡rere caused by two

independent .variatÍons, possibllz two separate processes for producing

the variations. These vrere, firstJ.y, day time iregularÍties occur-

ring rnore frequently in winter, and more common at 42os than 34os and

of smarl percentage ampJ.itude, and, secondry, night-time irregurari-
tÍesrtwice as common in summer and slightly more co¡nmon near the
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equator, and of raiger percentage anpritude. The day-time oscirra-

tions were almost the same period in winter and at 42"s. This is
shown by the fact that B6t of oscilrations occurred with periods

between 16 and 24 minutesr âs observed at 42os ratitude. Thê

night-time oscillations ütere spread in period from L5 to loO minutes,

and onllz experienced the aforementioned seasonal variation. Some of

this separation into distinct variations is prompted by the rack of

observations of any variations during sunset and sunrise apart from

the regular.variations. This rack of observations may be more

apparent than rear, however. rt is much harder to detect small

irregularities in a line which is steepry sroping, as is the rine

of total electron content against time during sunrise and sunset.

These phenomena are almost certainry produced by the iono-

spheric effect of internal gravity vraves propagating in the neutral

atmosphere. The ions are forced into motion along the magnetic

fierd rines by corrisions with neutrar atoms" some of the observed

variations in occurrence could be due to the geometrical effects

which aff,ect the observation of waves in the total electron content

(Georges and Hooke, r97o). From their paper it can be seen that

traverling ionospheric disturbances wourd be most easily detected

when moving so that the surface of constant phase contained Èhe

observer. to saterrite path. other differences courd be caused by

variations in the percentage erectron density perturbation imposed,
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because of the variation of the response of the F regÍon with the

direction of, motion of the wave (Hooke, ]-}TO); other phenomena can

be expected because of the filtering effect of wind systems Ín the

stratosphere, mesosphere and the E region" These can act, because

vertical -shear -in the background wind affects the propagation of

inter'nal gravity \^/aves. The occurrence of sinusoidal oscillations

implies strong filtering and modif,icatÍon because most sources of

internal gravitlz \Â/aves would give a wide spectrum, not a narrovr one.

rn connection with a rack of disturbances near sunset and sunrise,

it should be noted that travelling ionospheric disturbances do occur

near sunset.(Davies and Jones, rgTr) and these have been shown to

have the phase characteristics of internal gravity \¡raves.

Large J.ong period disturbances in total electron content have

been noted, the most extensive study being by Davis and da Rosa

(1969). These disturbances show a marked similarity over d.istances

of 1000 km, have periods between 60 minutes and rg0 minutes, and

rast usuarly 10 to 15 hours" Davis and d.a Rosa (1969) used spaced,

station observations to show that these disturbances propagate at

about 500 mlsec along the dÌrection away from the midnight section

of the aurorar ovar. The speed arso shows a diurnal variation, with

a maximum -near -rocal noon. These factors point to the T"r"D. being

the ionospheric effect of a gravity wave in the neutrar atmosphere.
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similar disturbances have been observed using incoherent scatter

(Thome¡ 1968; Georges, 1968). They are of the type Georges classi.-

fies as large scare travelling ionospheric d.isturbances" Testud

(1970) shows, by analysing observations of the verticar velocity
and. ion temperature of the prasma, using the incoherent scatter

sounder in France, that such disturbances can be produced by an

auroraL substorm, causing Jou1e heating of the neutral

atmosphere.

chimonas (1968) showed that the LEgrangian ,J x B force courd

also produce gravity waves. The evidence is not yet comprete in

that nobodlz has produced a satisfactory moder" This would involve

modelling the auroral electrojet as well as the atmospheric res-

ponse more exactly.

2"5 Transient Phenomena

certain rarge sorar frares have been observed to cause

increases in totar electron content (Garriott et al " 1967). such

íncreases must be due to increases in the extreme ultravioret
radiation, and not in increases in the x-ray emission, which are

known to occur in solar flares. This is because the x-ray enhance-

ment onry.causes increased ionization in the D region. Garriott

eÈ ar " (1967.) showed that such an increase in D region ionization

coul-d explain neither the magnitude of the change of total electron
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content or its time behaviour" OnIy the largest flares cause

detectable effects" Such events are best observed using spaced

stations so.as to eLiminate travelling ionospheric disturbances"

Measurements of, the magnitude of the electron content increase and

of the associated sudden frequency deviationn combined with x-ray

frux measurements, would be usefur in estimating both the ionizing

flux, and perhaps in studyÍng the F regíon chemistry.

2"6 Annual and Semi-annual Variation

Garriott et.al" (1970) present results for stanford and uawaii

of total electron content measurements from September 1964 to June

L969 " The observed dairy maxima show a strong semi-annual effect

during sunspot rnaximum, the largest values occurring near the equi-

noxes. However.if, the results are .normalized for an overhead sun

by multipl¡ring by the secant of the minimum zenith angleo the varia-

tion becomes annual, with a minimum in June" This suggests that the

seasonal anomaly.occurs because the summer varues are 1ow" Duríng

sunspot mLnima no variation is detectable. The average night'time

variation in electron content shows an annual variation with a

maximum "around ,rune" The amplitude increases as sunspot number

increases, .and.the amplitude is greater for Hawaii Èhan for Stanford.

The solar cycle varÌation is less marked than for the maximum total

electron content. Garriott et al. note that during winter of 1965-

L966, there was little variation in total electron content from
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night to night" During sunmer nights there is a greater spread of

values, although f,rom their Figure 4 it seems the percentage var-

iation,is much the same in winter as in sunmer. From the descrip-

tion it seems.that days of large total electron content, associated

with ionospheric storms, have not been etiminated before taking

the running means. Thìs could bias the data at Èhe equinoxes" No

longer series of data is avail-able at this time to study the solar

cycle variations using geostationary satellite measurements. Bhonsle

et al" (1965) using total.eLectron content measurements from lower

orbiting satellites, for 1958 Eo L962r plotted values of the noon

electron content against smoothed sunspot number" rt was observed

that. -the data.grouped it,serf along three straight lines of progres-

sivery smal]er slope" one group consisted of val-ues at equinoctiar

times, one for wÌnter values and another for summer values.

Garriott et ar. (1970) state that similar plots of the availabre

stanford data.show more scatter and the seasonar effects are ress

clear. lrraLke.r (1971) gives results derived from measurements using

nonstationary,satel-litesr and these show a behaviour at Hong Kong

sÍmilar to that at Hawaii"

2 "7 Ionos,pheric Stonns

An association between magnetic activity and changes in the

F region electron density have been known for many years (Hafstad
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and Tuve ' (1929, Àppleton and piggott I L9s2). The effects are

stated relative.to a ?ero time which starts at sudden conunencement.

The most com¡non way of describing the magnetic activity is illus-
trated in Figure 5.r, taken from ,fones (r97r). The main phase

begins when Dst(H) goes through zero. The recovery phase begins

when Dst(H) starts to increase. The.main phase usuarry last,s Lg-24

hours, whire the recovery phase can rast several days, (nishbeth

and Garriott, 1969). In Mid-Iatitudes, superposed epoch analysis

on many storms, usingr storm commencement tÍme as zero epoch, shows

that there is an increase in electron concentration at the beginning

of the main phase, followed by a decrease at the end of the rnain phase

which tapers off, during the recovery phase. such effects are

observed using either the maximum electron density (Appteton and

Piggott, L962, or the total electron content (Hibberd and Ross , ]:967r.

Thomas and Venables (1966) showed that the effect of a storm depend-

ed on the local.time of, the beginning of the main phase. rf this

occurred during the night, an inunediate decrease in the maximum

erectron density was observed. Recentry Jones (r971) has observed

a similar ef,fect in the total erectron content over Auckland. rf
main -phase occurs during the time interval 0BO0 to r2oo rocar time,

an increase in.total electron content is observed. ,Jones postulates

that a separate ef,f,ect causes the decrease ín electron concentration,

probably an increase in the loss rate due to compositionar changes.
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Because Lhe 72 storms whÌch Jones studied show a distinctry non-

uniform distributÍon in universar Time, the l_ocal time effects are

longitudedependent. Thus storms which cause rarge ìncreases in
total electron content at Auckrand, can cause large decreases ín the

F region etectron density at Mundaring four hours to the westward,.

rn anotherpaper, ilones and Rishbeth (1971) show that thÍs pheno-

menon could'be caused by heating in the aurorar zone during an

aurorar substorm. They use as a nodel of this heating an increase

in the ratitudinar gradient of temperature. The heating causes a

change in the neutral atmosphere winds, due to the increase in the

pressure at the pores. rhis increases the equatorward wind during

the night'r and decreases the poreward wind during the day. Both

these changes increase the heÍght of the F rayer and thus decrease

the loss coeff,icient, thus increasing the electron concentration.

Papagiannis et al. (1971) studied a selection of magnetic storms,

which do not overlap Jones' selection to an appreciable extenÈ"

They studied the -deviatùon from Èhe monthry mean of the hourry

averages of the total electron content observed using ATs-3, at a

subionospheric point of 30"N, 7oq vü. They showed that the predomi-

nant storm effect v/as an increase in total electron content near

sunset. This occurred even when the storm started after sunset,

the increase being derayed until the next day in most cases. This

seems to indicate a somewhat different behavÍour from that observed.
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at Auckland, but since the storms considered also show non-uniform

time distribution, rocal time effects may be a refrection of such a
distribution. since papagiannis et ar. do not put their d.at,a on

quite the same basis as ilones, exact comparison of the two sets of
observations is not possibre. papagiannis et ar-" arso show that
the magnetic fierd observed nearby exhibits a simiLar peak near

1800 local time. using this fact they develop a model to explain

both phenomena, invotving the contraction of, the prasmasphere in the

dusk region, and the dumping of erectrons into the ionosphere. This

dumping occurs because an increased electric field opposes the co-

rotation of the plasmasphere with the earth. This causes a compres-

sion of both the plasma, which frows down into the ionosphere, and a

compression of the field, which is frozen in the plasma. The observed

effect seems distinct from the type of increase mentioned by Jones

(1971). The percentage effect is also smal-ler. The arguments for
the plasrnaspheric model are rather vague and non-quantitative.

Perhaps the effeqts are caused by neutral wind, but the timing is
different because of differences in the neutral wind pattern rera-
tive to the geomagnetic field. The marked decreases in totar erec-

tron content observed courd be due to many factors , tor exampre; the

increase in the loss coefficient during magnetic disturbance as

mentioned earrier, a change in ttre composition of the ionosphere,

due to an increase in the morecurar nitrogen concentration, or changes
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in the neutrar atmosphere winds caused by the longer term effects
of magnetic storms.
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CHAPTER 6

OBSERVATIONS OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT

1.0 IntroductÌon

observations of the rotation of the prane of porarization of

the teremetry transmitter of the geostationary satelrite A.T.s.1

(1966 1r0A) were made duríng August and september, r97o using the

rotating aerÌal systeri described in Chapter 3.

Two difficulties \^rere experienced because of the row angre of
erevation of the satelrite. These were both caused by ground

refrections. some difficulty wourd, have occurred whatever the

antenna height chosen. Because of the row elevation of the sateÌ-
lite an antenna of beamwidth less than five degrees would. have been

needed to excrude the ground reflected ray. The originatly chosen

height of 2m was retained because any lower height would have

influenced the antenna impedance, whire any higher would have made

the coupring coils inaccessibLe. The problems arose because of

the combination of the ground reflected ray with the direct ray.

For the antenna height used, the resurtant signal received when

the field was verticarry polarized was smarl compared with the

signar when the prane of porarization was horizontal. This caused

some probrems in the phase measuring equipment. secondry at any
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position other than horizontal or vert,ical the observed plane of
polarization was noÈ quite the same as the prane of porarization

of the direct ray. The errors \Árere of the order of twenty degrees.

The effect caused spurious oscirlations in the apparent rate of
change of totar erectron content derived from the rat,e of change

of the plane of porarization. this meant that the variation of
total erectron content for individual days courd. not be used to
determine the change in the rate of change as the sun rose. rt
\^ras necessary to average the total electron content over several
days and to use these averages to carculate d Nr,/dt and a2llr/at2.
The errors r^¡ere most obvious near sunrise, because of the high rate
of change of total elestron content at that time.

At other times of the day T.r.D. rs masked any observabr.e

effects due to ground refrection. The effect of such errors on

T.I"D.'s would be to distort the waveform of the T.I.D.

observations without any break were obtained from August 13

to August 18 and from August 29 to september 2. Another period of
unbroken observation extended from september 3 to septernrcer g.

Ho\^/ever in this period interference shortry after ground sunrise
due to radio emission from the sun made deduction of the total
nu¡nlcer of rotations impossible. The results in this chapter involve
the two intervars mentioned above. The various studies are reported
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in the fotlowing sections.

2.O Reduction

The angle of the recorded prane of polarization recorded on a

chart, a sampre length of which is given in Figure 6.r, was read

at 18 points to the hour. The discontinuities at 0o and Lgo" were

removed by considering whether the angle of polarization was increas-

ing or decreasing. The particurar reading interval \^ras chosen so

as to give no alÍasing of high frequency components in T"r"D"rs"

In addition it represented a convenient length of the chart recorder

paper.

At this stage the smalrest angle recorded during an interval
was arbitrarity assigned the val-ue of zero. using an average varue

for the field factor for the whore day, calcurated at a fixed height,

the rotation was converted to total el-ectron content with an arbi-
trary zero- Thus it l^las necessary to find the totaL electron content

corresponding to the smallest roÈatíon in each interval" Tl¡.i.s could

not be attempted by two of the method.s usualry used" The elevation

angle of line of sight was too 1ow to observe a satellite in a lower

orbit to caLibrate the observed total electron content because one

could not apply adequate theory to the lower satellite observation

at such low angles. The stationary saterlite onry transmits on one
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freguency so that the method of Garriott et al" (1965) courd not be

used. The only other technique is that of smith (1969). Hovrever

plotting the observed angre of the plane of polarization against

the F- region criticaL frequency at Brisbane or Norfolk rsland did

not produce a sensibre result. ThÍs is probabry because these

ionosondes are not near enough to the sub-ionospheric point" Any

method used must also al-Iow the transmitted polarization to be deter-

mined, since it cannot be deduced. from knowledge of the spacecraft.

Thus any method to calibrate must either use a measurement of total
electron content, or make use of an assumption about the number of

rotations of the plane of polarization and a knowledge of the trans-

mitted polarization" rt is a fair assumption that the day after a

magnetic storm the minimum totar electron content is such that the

rotation of the plane of porarization is less than II rad.ians

(Titheridge, private communication). It would be of ad.vantage for
future observations of total electron content, if saterlites car-

ried anter¡nae whose transmitted porarization vlas known, such as a

dipole, rather than ttre turnstile antenna used on A.T"s.r.and the

syncom satellites. An alternative would be some of the frequency

independent antennae, mentioned in r"E.E"E" (1971). rt is possibre

to have the porarization paraller to the spin axis of the satellite

which is usually arigned with the axis of rotation of the earth"
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Because none of the above methods could be used, totar electron

content for the two intervals had arbítrary and different zeroes"

Therefore no studies vrere attempted where absolute values of the

total electron content were necessary. The total electron content

for the two intervals was tabulated and plotted.

3.0 Rate of Chanqe Near Sunri se

Titheridge (1966) derived values for the integrated production
dN-

rate for an overhead sun using the relation Qo = tU # = (X = 9On)

where x is the sofar zenith angle. The results of apprying this to

individual days is shown in Table 4. The varue is corrected for

changes in total electron content before sunríse. The average value

is 2"85 x r013 electrons m
-2 -1sec

Garriott et aI. (f965) derived the formula

where n is the reciprocar of the chapman function and x is the

solar zenith angler êrrd all quantities evaluated when X = 9Oo.

This formula is more accurate because it is almost independent of

the value of scale height used to cal-curate the chapman functÍon.

However due to the sinusoidar ftuctuations produced by ground
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TABLE 4

*I¡oss RateDate

August 14

I5

16

L7

I8

28

29

30

31

September

Average

dN/dt (X=90')

"/^2 /s"c

z . o4x1o13

z. t]xLol3

1.86xI013

2 .48x10

I.406xI0 I3

I .58Oxlo13

z.6tx1o13

z. I4x1oI3

t l.ogxtOl3

2 I.55xto13

2.85x10 t3

Qo

"¡m2 7s""

s
-26 -2 -t

l"t¡n sec

L67

169

163

L52

L49

139

L46

L46

L52

151

L54

(10

I . ggxtol3 0

t3

I309x10 3.19x10

3"16

2.92

2.83

4.52

2.11

2.37

3.O2

3.2t

L.64

2.33

L4

.09

0

.525

0

0

0

0

o

0
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a2*
ref rections r -J- could not be carculated. for individual days. The

dL¿
values carcurated using the averages for Èhe two rongest intervals

are shown in Tabre 5. The average value is 2.06 x lo14 electrons
-a -lmetre osec -. considering the change in sorar activity the average

varue from the slope method, which is probably the môst accurate,

is in reasonable agreement with the value for eo measured. by

Titheridge (1966).

TABLE 5

Time Interval Qo (e/m2 /sec) ß' (second-1

L4Aug 14 - Aug I8

Aug 28 - Sep 2

Average

3 .OxIO

I.llxl-O

2 .06x10

L4

.49x1-O

" 88x10

69x10

-4

-4

-4L4

4"O The Diurnal Variation

The dominant diurnal variation was a steep rise after sunrise,

levelling off during the day, folrowed by a fatl after sunset" This

is shown in Figure 6.2 which is the average of the variations on

August 14, L5, 16 and 18" The residuar fluctuations are due to the

smalr number of days averaged. onry 3 days, August r7u 2g and 29

were significantry different. They exhibited a sharp peak at a.bout

1100 LT and a d.ecrease aft,er tt¡is. August 17 was def initel-y atypical
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because there was a magnetic storm at that date, and the erectron
content recorded was the highest during the series of measurements

5.0 Niqht- time Variation

Three varieties of behaviour occurred.. The first r^ras a

monotonic decay untir- sunrise at the subionospheric point" The

second was a decay to a constant value of totar electron content,
reached around 24oo LT. and. maintained until the sunri.se i_ncrease.

The third type of behaviour was again a decay to a constant varue

at a-bout midnight, and then another decrease at around o2oo LT" This

last type is aLso illustrated in Figure 6"2"

These rast two forms of behaviour suggest a night-t,ime sor¡rce

of ionization, the variation ocsurring because of a variation in
the time the source ceases to supply erectrons" some short term

increases in total- erectron content nrere observed" These can be

attributed to travetlìng ionospheric disturbances, as the excursions

were si-milar to variations in total electron content during daytime.

The loss rate in the simprified moder of the ionosphere hTas carcu-

l-ated using the average rate of change of total electron content one

hour after ionospheric sunset. The model, used by Títheridge (1966)

leads to the equation
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dN-
J= A - ß

dt
t*,

where N, is the total electron content,

A is the productÍon rate,

and ß' is the effective loss rate.

dN,
WhenQiszero, ßt=-/ Nf

dr

Table 5 shows the result for the two inten¡aIs of measurement, using

the averaged diurnal curves, and a linear least squares fit to the

curves from one to three hours after ionospheric sunset. The average

varue may be compared with the value 0.5 x 1o-4 found by Titheridge

(1e66).

6"0 Travel-ling Ionospheric Disturbances

rrregular and quasi regurar disturbances are visibre on prots

of t-he totar electron content. A non-typicar example is shown in

Figure 6"3" Usually the variation is more irregular" The povrer

spectrum of the time series formed by the values of total erectron

content from August 13 to August 18 is shown in Figure 6.4" No

firtering was performed, and the maximum aL zero frequency is due to

the diurnaL variatÍon. No significant peaks occur at any particurar

period. The logarithm of the power shows an almost exponenti"a-l- form"
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A more detaired analysis was carried out by applying a numerical

filter to the t,ime series" The filter had a form in the frequency

domain of:

f,/r.o)a
r(f)

4I+ (f /fo)

where f is the frequency, and fo is the cut off frequency. This is

a high pass firter. The cut off frequency vras chosen so that dis-

turbances with a period of four hours were reduced in po\,ver by six

d.ecibers" A plot of the output of such a hÌgh pass filter is shown

in Figure 6"5" This shows that the observed T.r"D.,s \¡/ere of longer

period and smalrer ampritude during the night-time. AII the T"r"D"'s

have period.s greater than twenty minutes" This can be explained by

the geometry of the observing situation and. the response of the

ionosphere (Georges and Hooke, LgTo) " From Figure 7 ín their paper

(reproduced as !'igure 6.6 here) it can be seen that the ronger

period T"I"D"rs would. be favoured. because of the l-ow elevation angle"

The same diagram (the one for satellite elevation 80") indicates that

T.T"D.'s travelring in the direction of the line of sight and in the

north eastern quadrant woul"d be favoured"

The ampritude of the T.r.D.'s d.uring the daytine díd not exceed

I5a of the daily maxÍmum total electron content.
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7 "O Ionospheric Storms

The magnetic storm which began on August t7 (local time)

showed two significant effects" Firstly, the largest total erectron

content observed., 20 percent higher than any otherr and secondly a

long period, very rarge amplitude T.r"D. which would appear to be a

Iarge scale travelling ionospheric disturbance associated with the

geomagnetic storm which had a sudden commencement on August 16 at

2204 VT' this T.I"D. is included in the secÈion of fíltered record

shown in Figure 6.5. The first peak, marked "a" in the Figure 6"5

would be the increase in total- electron cont,ent due to the storm.

This peaked at, about 0158 ur on August 17 (r2r4 LT\ " The main phase

as seen on magnetograms in the solar-Geophysical data bulletins,

appeared to begin about 03oo ur, which is 1316 r¡T at the subiono-

spheric poj-nt" Thus ,Jones' (1971) criterion is not quite met, since

he says the main phase must include the oSoo-1200 LT intervar to

give an enhancement" Hov,/ever it should be noted that, without the

D^- (H) values for the storm, an exact tÌme for the sta,rt of the mainst
phase cannot be given" Also, the enhacement is not very l-arge, so

perhaps the effects would have been larger if the storm had started

a little earlier.
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8"0 Solar Flare Effects

No readily recognizable solar flare effects were detected during

the observations. rt is rather difficult to separaÈe out any such

effects from travetling ionospheric disturbances using observations

at a singre station. rf one had observations at severar stations

the simultaneous occurrence of solar flare effects would make them

obvious.
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CTIAPTER 7

STUDIES OF DIFFR.?\CTION EFFECTS DUE TO

TONOSPHERIC IRREGUI,ARITIES

1.0 Introduction

this chapter comprises three topics, which are not very

closely related except that they are all concerned with studies

of the diffraction pattern produced a radio wave after it has

passed through irregularities in the ionosphere.

2.O Reqular Scintillation

This is a term applied to certain regular patterns seen on

records of radio star or satellite scintillation. An examptr"e

obtained d.uring the course of the present investigations (a record-

ing of the ATSI telemetry transmitter) is shown in Figure 7.I"

Similar events have been seen in radio star scinti.Ilation where

they are known as broad. band scintillation because of the large

frequency range over which they are detected (Vfild and Roberts,

L956¡ lVarwick, 1964). It has been usuaf to assume that the scintj,I-

Iation normally observed using satell-ites and radio stars can be

explained. by diffraction due to an irregular phase screen" ThaÈ ås,
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irregularÍties are separated by a distance less than the size of

the first FresneL zone. This means that the observed diffraction
pattern is caused by the scattering from several irregularities.

Titheridge (197r) has discussed several examples where this is not

true. The amplitude pattern and the pattern of totar electron

content can exhibit related peaks. This shows that singre irregu-

larities can cause scintillation effects.

Elkins and S1ack (f969) observed quasi-regular amplitude

patterns on records of the amplitude of signals from several geo-

stationary satetrites. They were abre to measure ground speed using

spaced receiver observations. Assuming a model of reflection from

a moving discontinuity in refractive index they made use of the

observed interference paÈtern to determine the height, of the

irregularity. Heights in the F region were found" Titheridge

(1971) shows that a moder of a drifting elongated irregularity of

sufficienLly large phase deviation wi-lr produce a sjmilar patLern"

He al-so can detezmÌne the height if the verocity is known. For

l-ower satellites it is not necessary to know the verocity of the

ground pattern, only the satel_lite velocity and height"

Another cause of regular scintirlation appears to be sporadic

E layers with "sharp" edges (Basu , 1969; Ireland and preddy, 1969) "

Since the height can be calcul-ated from the diffraction
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pattern, it is possibJ.e to distinguÍsh such effects from the sÍmilar

patterns due to F region irregularities"

3"9 Strong Individual Irresularíties

Titheridge (1971) shows that isotated Gaussian irregularities

of electron density show focussing behaviour when

37f,d2

ö
h

where 0 = maximum phase deviation in radians

f = frequency in MHz

d = Gaussian half-width in km

h = height in km

since 0 = O.8I x IO-I4 ÀI for f = 137 MHz.

If AI is the line-integrated electron content of an irreguJ-arity,

then for focussing the total electron content required is

ar > z.o8 x to15a2 (d in km)

for the frequency of A.T.S.1.

For an elongated irregularity, of Gaussian form which falls to

.-l 0.5 km from the cenÈre, focussing wiII occur if ÀI > 5.2 * t016"

This is about 300 degrees rotation of the plane of rotation. Such



15 minutes .......'...'.'..--*

The top Ërace shows focussing effecËs on the amplituderecord. The botËom trace shows Èhe variatíon in, ËoÈarelectron content.

Figure 7.2
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irregulaçities would be detectabre, but none of such a size were

observed with such ampritude in the course of the present work"

Hoq¡ever if we reduce the size to 2 km, the criticar limit becomes
1E

4"3 x lO", which is nearer the perturbations observed.

several times perturbatíons in the total electron conÈent

accompanies regufar scintirration. An example of focussing is
shown in Figure 7.2, with accompanying record of the total electron

content. The irfegularity appears as a large decrease in electron

content, franked by two smarler decreases. A wave packet ís vaguery

suggested by the form. The ampritude of the irregurarity is to15

electrons m-2.

The width of the main iregurarity, using a Gaussian moder, ís
about 50 seconds" rf a drift velocity of 5om "..-r is assumed this
gives a wÍdth of r km. since furr regular scintiLration has not

occurred, the crÍterion for it should not be satisfi-ed, which it
is not" The agreement is probabry fortuitious, considering the

meÈhod by which Titheridge (1971) worked out the criticai_ phase.

sharper gradients in erectron density than wourd be given by a

Gaussian irregularity can occur for other forms of electron density

variation. rhis wourd cause a rarger refraction, and. hence inter-
ference could occur with an irregurarity of smaller totar electron

content than the criterion gives.
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rt is concruded that small irregutarities can exist by then-

selves in the ionosphere. They are such that they cause a change

in totar eLectron content of the ord.er of ror5 erectrons m-2.

For a Gaussian variation of electron density al-ong the ray

path this impties a central density about 0.5 x lol2 electrons m-3

relative to the background. This density is a very appreciable

fraction of the background density. rrregularit,ies of 30 percent

above or below the background seem quite possibre" rf the present

estimate of the size is too smarl, as it could be, then the irregu-

larities woutd be a smarrer percentage of the background.

rt is conclud.ed that regurar scintirration is caused by

irregurarities of size the order of 2 km, and of density such that

they differ from the background ionization by about 50 percent"

4 "O Porirer Spectrum of the Ampli tude Diffraction Pattern

It is commonly assumed that the observed random variations in
amplitude of radio star and saterrite signals are due to diffrac-
tion by an irregular phase screen produced by random variations in
electron density. DiffracÈion of a normarly incident prane wave by

a think weak, one dimensional phase screen has been analysed by

Hewish (195r), Bowhirr (196r) and others. They show that, the po\^rer
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spectrum of the amplitude pattern on the ground. v(x), is related

to the po\¡¡er spectrum of the phase fructuations of the wave emerg-

ing from the screen, W(X), by the relat,ion

v (x) = vü (x ) sin2 (n^nx2 ) (1)

where X is the spatial frequency

À is the wavelength of the radiation,

and h is the height of the screen.

This function has zeroes vilhenever

2x = n,/(hÀ) ( = L,2r3) (2)

To appry to the satelrite case h must be transformed to Hhl(H-h)

where H is the height of the satellite. This j-s because Èhe radio

\^/aves from the satellite are not plane but spherical, Also for a

satellite in a low orbit the spatial frequencies are converted to

temporar frequencies, f, by the motion of the satelÌite with veloc-

ity v" Thus finally,

(3)

ftre temporal spectrum then has the form

(H-h)

h
)( t_

v I raiv(f ) = vql (H-h) t/nvl =ir,2lni,
2
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Thus if the position of the first zero is observed in the por^rer

spectrum of an ampritude record, the height of the diffracting
screen can be carculated. rt should be noted. that the verocity

of the ground pattqrn need not be known explicitly.

rn practice of course the spectrum of phase fluctuations of

the emerging wave is two dimensional. parkin (1967) shows that

the power spectrum obtained from sampling with a síngIe receiver an

amplitude pattern which has a 2-D spatial power spectrum v(xry) is
proportionar to /u(xrv)dy, for motion of the pattern arong the

direction Y. This function wirr not generalry show the fringe

structure which V(Xry) shows. If V(Xry)couLd be observed directly
this problem would not exíst. HoÌ{ever such an experiment would

require an array of antennas spaced severar hundred. metres apart

up to a maximum d,istance of several kilometres, and such an array

r¿ould seem to be too costry to be worthwhile. Ho\,{ever there are

conditions where the two dimensionar case approximates to the one

dimensional resurt. This is when the pattern on the ground is
greatly elongatedr say arong the y direction, and the pat,tern is
moving along the x direction, that is, perpendicular to ttre direc-

tion of elongation. Then parkin (]:967) shows that Jv(X,y)ay ¡

V(xro). In such a case ttre observed. spectrum would sfro* tfr. ""*e
fringing as a cross-section of the two dimensionar spectrum. The

above discussion is based on a thin screen moder. For a thick
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screen Budden (1965) and Parkin (1967) show that the effect on

V(X,Y) is Èo fill in the zeroes of the spectrum to some extent.

Parkin (L967 ) derived an expression to test whether the first

zero of the fringing function, 
"irr2(Ii^tx2), 

fell on a useful part

of the spectrum" This was defined by saying that the zero had to

occur before the value of the function W(xry) had fallen Èo

)f/3'(+.15), assuming that W(Xry) is normalized to have a maximum

value of I.O. For the satellite case this requires

Àh

_2 2-tIr
(s)

o

where 2r^ is the rength of the correraËion function of the irregu-o

rarities. For the varues of these variables chosen by parkin (1967)

the quantity on tÏ¡e left hand side = "ss and this is less than the

right hand side = .l . Parkin afrrr= 
"orr.Iuded 

that any detection of

the zeroes in the po\^rer spectrum would be marginar and wourd. rely on

oblique angles and the use of the 20 MHz transmitter on the satel-

l"ite BE-C. He also found no spectra showing zeroes in practice,

using records of the signal strength on 40 MHz. It \,úas not possible

to use the 20 MHz transmissions because the Faraday fading on 20 MHz

was too close in frequency to the frequency of the scintillations"

H

2 (H-h)

Parkin (L967 ) made measurements of the ground pat,tern size,
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shape, and velocÌty using three spaced receivers in conjunction

with full correration anarysis. The results show that the pattern

is usually hÌghly erongatedr êDd that a better esÈ,imat,e of the size

of the irregularities is ro = 0.5 km not ro = I km. This means

that the zeroes in the po\¡rer spectrum should be quite detectable

on 20 MHz and occasionally seen even on 40 MHz when the propagation

is oblique and the irregularities small. As some later mêasurement

using the equipment and progra¡mes constructed by Parkin, wíth some

modifications by the author, indicated in one case a value of ro =

O.3 km, a search was instituted among the recordings of satellite

passes to see whether there were occasions when distinct zeroes or

minima d.id occur in the spectra" Two passes of the saterlite BE-c

were observed in which the power spectrum of the scintillations

showed minima other than the one at zero frequency" The power

spectrtrln for the pass on 17th October L967 is shown in Figure 7"3.

This feature hras seen in spectra from non-overlapping record,s on

either side of the section of record used, so its reality is not in

doubt" The formula for working out the height was derived for the

oblique situation using the formulae given by parkin (1967). The

two results are shown in Table 6. The computed angle between the

projected direct,ion of the magnetic field and the direction of

motion, 0 is given. The estimate error is about + 30 km, that is

about ten percent. The height calculated for February I0, 1966
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compares -reasonably with the height, computed from the pattern

motion by Parkin (L967), of 307 km. The reason why he did not see

this minima vras because he.used.too short a length of record. to

ealculate the power spectrum in this particular case.

TABLE 6

Time of Pass Height

326 km

334 km

q

Sept 17, J-967

Feb 10, 1966

250

5o

rt is interesting to note that the sizes of irregularities in the

F region get smaller both towards the south pole (Clark, L}TI')

and towards the equator (Koster , 1966). perhaps if power spectra

were obtained from equatorial or auroral stations, minima would be

detected which could give the height of the irregularities. such

observations would have to be at times of moderate scintirlation

index, so that the,weak screen assumption is still reasonabty valid.

The abov'e statement appries to transmissÌons at 40 MHz. However

if r^ is ever as low as 0" 2 km, tt.r, ¡þ = I.5 for À = 2tÍtt and h =oo
300 km. This suggests that the power spectra of scintillation due

to F region irregurarities might sometimes show the minima sought

for, even in the 136-138 MHz telemetry band. Such observaLions

woultl seem particurarry useful since the ground. pattern is always
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greatly elongated. since one important condition is that the

ground pattern musÈ be moving perpendicular to Ìts elongation,

observations would not be successful on low satellites in polar

orbits. There are,ho\,rrever a few satelrites in near equatoriar

orbits that woul-d..be.usefur, if it is feasible to use Èhem. Tþo

in particurar are PEOLET (1970-1994¡ and uhuru r (1970 roTA). For

observations.of ,geostationary satellites, as a strong east-west

drift exists most of the night, no probrem woul-d be encountered"

rf observat,ions of the drift vetocity were made, as well as spec-

trar observations, then it wourd be possibre to determine irregu-

larity height. There are non-ionospheric apprications to this

principle, in other diffract,ion probrems, interplanetary scintirl.a-

tion in particurar" Loverace et a1. (1970) has shown that if the

zeroes can be detected in the por,i/er spectrum of the interplanetary

scintillationr.or.rather the Besser transform of the po\^/er spectrumo

then the sorar wind,velocity can be d.eÈermined, from observat,ions

with a singre receiver. The Bessel transform comes in because it
can be.assumed that the pattern is isotropic" parkin (L967,)

showed' that the two dimensional spatiaJ- spectrum and the observed

spectr:um are rerated by a Bessel transformation in this case"
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3.0 Str:dy of FulL,CorreJ-ation Analysis

The method of full correlation analysis is Èhat most fuìly

outlined by Fooks - (1965). The method was applied to the ground

pattern of sateLrite scinÈillaÈion by parkin (1967) and Koster

(1966) (in a slightly.modified form) " The co.crel-ation betwee¡¡

two points on tÍ¡e ground separated. by distances x and y in the

two co-ordinate directions, and tine t, can be imagined as a

scalar fierd in a three dimensional co-ordinate system. The axes

are X, Y and T. Then full correlation analysis assumes that

surfaces of equal correl-ation are ellipsoids of revoJ-ution, formed.

by rotating an elripse about its major axis. The auto-correlation

at any receiver is given by a path along the T axis. The cross-

correl-ation between two receivers separation xr y, is similarly a

vert,ical line parallel to the T axis and. going through the point

xr y" From geometric reasons this implies that Èhe half width

of the auto and cross correl-ations should be the same. Many

things could arter this result, either the assumplions about time

and space correlations impli"cit in full correlation analysis, or

the change in one of the parameters during the iength of record

analyse<1" For example, if the velocity changes during the lengfJr

of record analysed, this wourd tend to increase the wådth of the

crÐss-coryelation function more than the width of the auto*

correlatìon frrnction. In general the rati.o of the hal_f-widths j_s
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a test of whether.the pattern on the ground fulfirs the assumptions

of ful-l correlation analysis.

An examination of the ratio was carried out using alL avail-

able spaced receiver data" Most of this was data corlected by

Parkin (1967'). - About.ten percent of, ít was collected by the

author" A plot of the result is shown in Figure 7"4, with the

ratio plotted against the maximum cross-correlation. Rather more

Èhan two thirds of ttre cross-correration studied farl into the

range 1"0 J "2, which seems a reasona.bre interval to cover random

errors" The scatter is also much l-ess for high maximum cross-

correration, a not unexpected resurt. Therefore Ìt may be con-

cluded that fulr correration anarysis shourd only be attempted on

spaced saterlite receivers when the maximum cross-correlation is
greater than 0"7.
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CHAPTER 8

SCTNTTLI,ATION OBSERVATTONS: DIURNAL AND

SEASONAL VARIATIONS

1"0 Introduction

This chapter will- be concerned r^rith observations of the diurnal

and seasonal variations of scintillation index and the occurrence

of scintillations. Variations in scintill-ation index are assumed

to represent variations in the averaçfe difference in erectron

density between the irregularities and the background ionization.

Mid-latitude observations are emphasized because the resurts to be

given apply to these regions of the gtobe.

2"O Radio Star Observations

The first observations of scintillations used radio sources.

Results such as those presented by Briggs (1964), showed that for

cambridge, Engrand observing the circumpolar source cassiopeÌa A,

scintillation was predominantly a night time phenomena. There was

no seasonal variation. This question of seasonal effects is

impossibre to study properly using a single radio star because of

the seasonal variation in the zenith angre at a fixed, solar time.
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Briggs also noticed that daytime scintilration occurred. during

sunspot maxima. He suggested that this was due to the southward.

extension of the auroral zone irregurarities" Earlier, in the

southern hemisphere, Bolton et al. (1953) showed by combining

observations from three sources low in the northern sky, that the

diurnar variation was doubÌy peaked and that a seasonal variation
also occurred with minjma at the equinoxes. The second diurnar peak

at midday was confirmed by smerd. and sree (1966) using observations

of sources over 1955-1959 at a range of zenith angres. They found

however that littre seasonar variation was observed. They attri-
bute the earlier observation to the spurious effects of the diurnal-

variation" !{ird and Roberts (1956) had observed this dor¡bre peak.

They found that the daytime scintillation occurrence hras rel-ated to

sporadic E layers"

3.0 Satellite Observations

observations of scÌntillation on 1ow orbit saterrÍte trans-

mitters give a good picture of the spatial variations. However the

d-iurnal and seasonal effects can only be obtained by averaging" Most

satelrite orbits precess in such a manner that the l-ocar time of

observation gets earLier every day. The tjme for a complete diurnal

cycle d.epends on the inclination. rt is possible to put satel_rites
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in such an orbit that the local time at which the equator is crossed

stays-the same. Metêorologicar observation saterrites use such

orbits. Hoü¡ever no transmiÈters on a low enough frequency have

been put into such an orbit"

The diurnaL variation of occurrence of irregurarities using

satelLite transmissìons shows a smarl but definite occurrence of

daytime scintirration. This is not as definite during sunspot

maxima as the results of yeh and Swenson (1964) sho\nt, but appears

in their resul-ts fot 1962. They also show that a seasonal variation

in the average index occurs, wittr a maximum at the autumnal equinox

and a minimum during the summer f.or night time indices, and a winter

maxima and summer minima for daytime scintirlation. They were

observing at urbana, rllinois (4ooN, B8"v't). Aarons et ar. (1964)

using observations of Transit 4A on 54 MHz, showed that scintitla-
tion was predominantly a night time phenomenon but that a secondary

peak of occurrence occurred near noon in sunmer. wint,er average

scintillation was down, compared. with other seasons.

The most extensive study of the morphorogy and occurrence of

scintirlation was done by preddey and Mawdsrey (1969) " For sta-

tions in the Austrarasian region plus Araska, they show both Lati-

tudinal and seasonar and diurnal variations. For a position

corresponding to the sub-ionospheric point of the stationary
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satellite observations, the daytime scintitlation shows minima

during the equinoxes. Night time scintillation shows two peaks

in early srunmer and in winter. The ratio of mean scintillation

index for day and night, was greater than fíve for aII seasons.

Observations by the joint satellite studies group (1968)

showed that during March to ,JuIy, L965, at two northern hemisphere

stations near the edge of the mid-latitude region, daytime scinti-

rlations were also noticed. Jones (1968) presents the results of

mean scintillation indices for Octobex L964 to October 1965 for

S-66 (1964 64Al observations from Brisbane. They show the same

effects observed in New Zealand. The only ottrer results are those

of Singleton (1969) who showed the diurnal and latitudinal changes

in scintillation and bottom and topside spread F and topside duct-

ing. On examination his results show the same resulùs as quoted

above, that is night time and daytime scintillation is Lower at the

equinoxes than at other times.

Observations of scintillations of statùonary satellites sho\^t

thaÈ for North America daytime scintillation only occurs in the

sunmer" It has been reported by Aarons et aI. (1969) and Checcacci

(1966) " Observations reported by AIIen (1969) for Hamilton, Mass",

for L967 and 1968 show a daytime peak in winter as well. During

summer the two peaks were about of equal size while the wínter day-

time peak in mean scíntitlation index hTas only a quarter the height
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of the night time peak. This was mainly because the winter night-

ti:ne scintillation was much more than the summer. This is different

from results for a simil-ar geomagnetic latiÈude in the southern

hemisphere.

There ìs.a strong.relationship between the presence of spor-

adic E and the day time scintilLation. Jones (1968) showed that

the best correlation \^ras achieved by using the difference between

the sporadic E critical- frequency and the frequency at which

sporadic.E obscures the observation of higher layers. This is a

measure of the,range of electron density in the sporadic E layer.

So much daytime.scintillation is probably due to irregulariÈies at

E region.heights. ilones finds a significant correlation between

sporadic E and night time scintillation also. But the correlation

between a spread F index and night time scintillation index was

hiqher.

4"O Observations (oata Handling)

The.hourly values of scintillation index were found for days

from September,l5, 1969 to May 24, I97O, with gaps for various

breakdowns. The method of assigning the index is given in Chapter

3. the night-time period was arbitrarily defined as 21 hours to

04 hours Eastern Australian standard time (E.A.S"T.) . Daytime \^ras
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defined as the hours between 08 hours to 17 hours E.A.S.T. Average

dairy night time and daytime Índices were carcurated by averaging

the hourl-y indices in the above intervals. Arso average monthly

and. longer averages of the diurnar variation were taken. The

3-hourly K index from the Toolangi magnetic observatory \¡rere summed

over a day to d.erive an index of dairy magnetic activity. Because

no ionosonde Ìs within 2oo km of the sub-ionospheric point no

correlation with spread F or sporadic E was attempted.

5.O Results

The diurnal variation of scintillation index for September and

october combined is shown in Figure g.J-. Tlvo peaks occur at midnight

and midday. They are of nearly equar height wÍth the peak average

index at night.just a tittle greater than the daytime peak. The

results for ,January and December, Figure 9.2, aJ-so show two peaks,

with the daytime peak being distinctly rower. These resurts show

the two distinct types of diurnal variation.

The average night time and dayt,irne index, taken from the

montry curves are shown in Figure 8.3. They show a maximum for

December-for both.day and night indicesr and another peak in May.

From visuar examinatl-on of the scintirlation records for ilune, it
could be Èhat the scintirlation index in June peaks, but no
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figures can be given.

The cross correl"ation between daytime and night tÍme indices

is shown in Figure 8.9. Thís shows that dayÈime and night time

indices are correrated at the one percent reveL of significance.

The maximum occurs such that night time indices are besÈ, corre-

lated with scintill-ation for the previous day. TLre auto-correlation

functions for night and day are given in Fìgure g.5. Both show the

fact that the indices show an alternating characteristic. This has

never been noted before.

A cross correl-ation between the indices and magnetic activity
was carried out. The resurt was that there hras no significanÈ

correlation for either day or night.

6.0 Discussion

The semi-annuar variation in indices is as reported by Jones

(1968). rt wourd arso seem to be simirar to the resuLts of preddy

and Mawdsley (1969). The results show that the daytime scintilla-
tion shows a distinct maximum around noon for both summer and early

winter, and the two equinoxes. Ho\ârever the peak is sharpest and

highest.in-summer. This suggests a correration with sporadic E.

The night time scintillations seasonal variation is different from
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that of spread F, which is often suggested as a rerated phenomena.

This may be caused by height variations causing blanJceting effects

in summer, or the two phenomena may not be directry rerated. rt,

shoul-d be noted, that for years of low solar activity, spread. F at

Brisbane, the nearest.ionosonde, does exhibit a semi-annuar varia-

tion in occurrence.

This seasonaL variation is in contrast to Èhe lack of seasonal

effects found by smerd.and slee (1966). Ho\^¡ever their resurts were

indirect so that these much more direcÈ results take precedence.

The diurnal variation reported agrees with their resurt, and with

the resurt of Borton et a1. (1953), to which it is more exactly

com¡nrable, both observations being at a low ang1e.

The rack of correration with magnetic activity fits in with

what 'Jones (1968) found for Brisbane also. rt arso agrees with the

resurt in chapter 2 where no correlation was found between spread

F at v{oomera and magnetic activity. As scintil-lation and magnetic

activity are positivery correrated. at and just below the auroral_

zorle, and negatively correrated near the equator, there must be a

region where no-correration can be found. The result here suggests

it is at about geomagnetic latitude 4ros in the Australasian region.
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7.O Conclusion

At the decrining.part of the sunspot cycre, scintiLration in
the Austrarian region.shows a daytime peak as well as a night time

peak in the average,diurnal variation of scíntilLation index. There

is arso a strong.seasonar variation with peaks during winter and

sunmer and.minlma.atthe eqrinoxes, and no correlation witþ magnetic

disturbances.
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CTIAPTER 9

SUMMARY OF CONCLU SIONS

1.0 Introductl-on

Here r summarise the concrusions of the various sections and

make some broad. conclusions and some suggestions for further work.

2.O Summary of Conc1usrons

spread F at woomera has no significant correlation with mag-

netic activity. lrloomera seems to be in the transition region

between the equatorial- and mid-ratitude zones of spread F. No

correlation h¡as found between spread F at ü¡oomera and changes in
atmospheric density. The seasonal variation of spread F occurrence

at woomera has two peaks, a variabre one in summer and a strong one

in winter. Minima occur near the equinoxes. The variation of

spread F at canberra, the next most southerly location at which

there is an ionosonde, is different, showing no summer peak. spread

F at Brisbane shows a variable summer peak of occurrence. rt is
suppressed during sunspot maximum.

The nrrnrber of larger scare irregurarities in a size interval_

s to s + ds, satisfies the rule that Ít is proportional- to dsr/s
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over the observed ränge km to km when the effect of observationar

selection is arrowed for. The rarge irregurarities are stronger

in winter" The diurnar variation is similar to that found by

Titheridge (1968a). The observed sizes and magnitudes are in the

range possible for internal gravity waves.

The average varue for eo, the overhead sun integrated produc-

tion rate is in reasonabl-e agreement with previous observations.

The form of the diurnar variation in totar electron content was

similar to other observations. The form of the night-time varia-
tion suggested a source of ionization for several hours either side

of midnight.

T.r-D. ts \,vere observed, some of which \^rere quasi-sinusoidal .

The periods of oscilrations observed were in the range expected for
the geometrical situation invorved. A suspected aurorally caused

T.r.D. vras seen and a large increase in Èotal_ erectron content was

detected during the magnetic storm of Aug 17, r97o" No sorar fl_are

effects vrere seen.

smalL very dense irregularities exist in the ionosphere.

They are only a few kirometres across, and are usually at reast

50% above or below the ambient electron density"

Somet,imes it is possible to calculate the height of the
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irregurarities which cause satellite scintirration by a meÈhod

onry involving one receiver. This invorves finding the first
minimum of the "fringing function" in the power spectrum of the

amplitude fluctuations. A restriction to Èhe general apprica-

birity of this method arises because usualry the irregurariÈy size

is too large.

FuLl correlation anarysis should only be attempted. on spaced

saterLite receivers when the maximum cross-correration is greater

than 0"7.

Lastry from chapter 8 the forlowing properties of saterrite

scintirration are deduced. There is a dayt,ime peak as werl as the

well known night time peak in the average diurnar variation" A

strong seasonar variation exists with minima at the equinoxes.

3"0 General Conclusions

vühile the observations reported in this thesis cannot be used

to decide directry between one theory and another, it is hoped that

they will provide a contríbution to the general body of observa-

tionar knowledge about ionospheric irregularities which is con-

tinuarry being built up, and that this body of knowredge wirJ-

eventually read to a decision as to the mode of formation of the

irregularities.
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4"O Sucqestion for More Observation

Eírstly work should be carried out on the power spectrum of

saterrite scintillation near the magnetic equator to see whether

Ètre minima suggested in Chapter 7 does show up.

secondry more spaced receiver work should be done on daytime

satellite scintillation using orbittingsatellites, so as to

determine whether these irregularities are in the E reg'ion"
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